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PROJECT ORCA

Curriculum Act ivi t ies! are: I! to develop a
wat.er influences and determines the lives and
and 2! t.o develop an appreciation of the rela-
the natural sciences, social sciences, humani-

The goals of ORCA  Ocean Related
basic awareness of ways in which
environments of all living things;
tionship of water to the study of
ties and the quality of life,

ORCA attempts to reach these goals by: I! developing interdisciplinary curriculum
materials designed to meet the needs of students and teachers living in Washington
State, 2! developing a marine resource center, and 3! providing advisory services
for marine educators. In conjunction with these efforts, ORCA is coordinating
communication amo«g educators throughout the state and the rest of the nation.

The curriculum materials are developed to be used in many areas including the
traditional science fields. They consist of activity packets which fit existing
curricula and state educational goals and are designed for use as either a uni t or
as individual active ti c s.

The ocean affects all our lives and we need to be aware and informed of the inter-
connections i f we are to make sound decisions for the future of the earth, the
ocean and our own well being. We hope that. through Project ORCA, teachers will be
encouraged t.o work together to help students understand and appreciate the ocean
and the world of water as a part of our daily existence.

The ocean". It's 2 miles away; it's 200 miles away; it's 2000 miles away. What
does it matter t.o me? For those students who live close to the ocean, a lake or a
stream, the effect of water might be more obvious. For the student who lives on a
wheat farm in the arid inlands, the word ocean is remote. It may conjure up
images of surf, sand and sea gulls, experiences far removed from their daily'
lives; or it may have no meaning at all. Yet for that same youngster, the reality
of the price of oversea wheat shipments or fuel costs for machinery are very real.
The understanding of weather and its effects on the success or failure of crops is
a basic fact of everyday life. The need for students to associate these daily
problems with the influence of the marine environment exists. It requires expo-
sure to ideas, concepts, skills and problem solving methods on the part of the
youngsters, It. also requires materials and resources on the part of our educa-
tors.



The elementary series of ORCA  Ocean Related Curriculum Activities! is a
product of a cooperative effort. The materials were developed at the Pacific
Science Center with assistance provided by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration  NOAA! Sea Grant, held by the University of
Washington.
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WHALES

ABSTRACT:

GRADE LEVELS: 4 - 6

READING LEVEL:4-56

WRITTEN BY: Claire Jones

Whales and dolphins are increasingly popular subjects of
scientific study and never fail to generate interest and awe among
elementary students. This packet consists of six activities which
logically follow from one to the other; however, any activity may
be done independently of the others. Students are acquainted with
guileute Indian and modern methods of whaling and are invited to
compare the two. They investigate the majnmalian characteristics
of the Cetaceans and learn about some of the aspects of whale
biology that suit them to life in the oceans. Students learn
techniques and problems of estimating whale populations and,
finally, take part in a simulated television news special, "The
Battle Over the Bowhead," which brings together much of what they
have learned. The activities are meant as seed ideas; individual
students, teachers and entire classes may go off on. their own
tangent using an idea in this packet.





P'AGE

ACTIVITY 4- COMNIUNICATIQN � DAYS! 50

L~ur ose
i. iving crea tures communicate about zany d i f f creat types of
things, using many different means. In Cetaceans, the more
studied Odontocetes have a variety of vocalizations, including
clicks, whistles, squeaks and grunts, as well as sounds produced
by the tail, jaws and other parts of the body. Male Humpback
Whales si.ng long complex songs, no one knows their purpose . In
this activity, students will be able to:

l. identify several ways Cetaceans communicate.
2 . describe the various means of communication among

Cet.aceans and our lack of knowledge about them,
~Sub cuts
language art.s, biology

ACTIVITY 5: BEANS AND BALEENS � DAYS!
P~ur ose
This activi ty uses beans to focus on some of the techniques and
problems involved in estimating sizes of whales. The Inter-
national Whaling Commission, the only worldwide organization with
any responsibility for controlling the whaling industry, bases
its population estimat.e on sightings and the number of whales
caught compared to the effort involved; the results can be inac-
curate . The students will be able to:

I . state one problem of estimating whale populations .
2. explain how the effort expended to capture an

individual changes as a populat,ion grows or declines.
3 . explain how birth and death rates affect population

sizes,

4 . tell what information can be gained from projects such
as Orca Survey

5 . explain a problem facing Humpback Whale populations and
offer a possible solution.

62

~Sub ' e c t s
math, general science, biology

72
P~ur >oossbe
The Bowhead Whale is an endangered species, and is now limit.ed to
a small population in the Bering Sea. The controversy over
limiting Eskimo subsistence hunting of the Rowhead is a complex
o»e, involving issues of r:onservation, impact of oil and gas
development, international politics, the rights of a minority
people, and the impact of technology on Eskimo hunting methods.
In this activity students will:

I participate in a simulated television news special
about the Bowhead controversy,
be able to discuss several of the issues involved.2.

~ SubJects
media, drama, social studies

VOCABULARY AND BIBUOGRJLPHV
82

ACTIVITY 8: BATTLE OVER THE BOWHEAD �-4 DAYS!



ACTIVITY 1:

WHALE HUNT

�-4 DAYS!



The Quileute people used readily available natural
resources with great ingenuity and skill to make very
effective whale hunting equipment.
To perform a task  in whaling or anything else! in
Quileute culture, you needed a good relationship with
your spirit power.
Quileute whaling was a means of proving strength of
one's spirit power, as well as providing food.
Nodern technology and hunting methods  electronic, ex-
plosive, and mechanical devices! have made it possible
to kill far more whales than did the old Indian ways.
Quileute and modern whalers differ in technology and
attitudes toward whales and whaling' s effect on whale
population.

CCRICEPT8'

0%LPECTIVES: student will be able to:
compare the Quileute approach to that of modern whalers.
demonstrate understanding of methods and technology of
Quileute Indian whalers by act.ing out a whale hunt
s cena rio.

The
1.
2.

TEAC HER
PREPARATION: Read thoroughly Teacher Information, "Quileute Whaling,"

Hake a transparency of layout of Quileute Canoe from
"Quileute Whaling"
Run off and cut up 1 or 2 copies of the "Role Cards for
Quileute Whale Hunt"

l.
2.

MATERIALS: C la s s set of 'Whale Hun t"
These items will need to be brought in or devised from
materials on hand:  see procedure 3!
7 paddies
1 bailer
1 harpoon with detachable point
1 stout line
2 'sealskin' floats  try balloons!
1 knife

1 sewing line
1 tow line
tape or chalk

1.
2,

Read aloud to the class the teacher information on
"Quileute Whaling."  Since it is long, you may wish to
split it into two readings or to read excerpts and talk
about important points in your own words, You may want
to use the t.ransparency of the whaling canoe at this
time. Ask for students' reaction to the reading. Be
sure to discuss:

PROC KDURKS-'

What were the attitudes of the Quileute  Pronounced
QUII.i,-lee-yoot! people toward whales and whaling? [Whales
were highly respected by the Quileute people as having

AgTpglTY 1: WHALE HUNT �-4 DAYS!



strong spirits. Consequently whalers themselves needed
strong spirit powers. Tasks involved in whaling, like
any other tasks, required one to have a strong relation-
ship with one's spirit power. The hunting of the
 Gray! whale was closely tied to its life cycle, and
tools used were made from resources at hand. Whaling
was an essential economic activity itt that it provided
portions of the Quileute diet as well as materials for
tools and ropes, etc. It was a social activity as
well. Prestige, wealth, and membership in certain
secret societies were involved.]

Who hunted the whales? [Hen of the village. While
they needed certain skills  strong paddlers, ability to
paddle silently, strong harpooner, knowledge of whale
habits, habits, etc.! more important was a good relation-
ship with one's spirit power. The most successful
whalers were those with the strongest spirit help.]

What tools and methods were used'? [Tools were all made
from resources at hand. Large dugout wooden canoes and
paddies, harpoons with a det.achable point of whale rib,
shell or metal, ropes of whale sinew and/or vegetable
fibers; floats of sealskin, 8uch teamwork was involved
in t.he whale hunt..]

How many whales did they kill'? [A season only lasted
while the whales were passing the coast on their aIigra-
tion. Two or three whales in a single day for a village
would have been a remarkably successful hunt.]

What were the whales used for'? [Skin, meat and oil for
food; bones and baleen for tools; and sinews for ropes
and cords . Almost every part had a use and the whale
was shared according to accepted rules of distribution.]

2. Pass out "Whale Hunt," for students to read individually.
In your discussion, compare with the previous reading
on Indian whaling.

}low do methods and technology of t.he Quileutes and
modern whalers compare? [motorized boats, explosive
harpoons and float.ing factory ships allow more whales
to be kil.led in modern t.imes. No species can escape
and the possibility of personal. danger is much less.]

Who hunts the wha! es today? [On a large scale, japanese
and Russians.!

What are the attitudes of whalers today? What do
students t.hemselves think of killing whales?

What are the effects of modern. technology on the sta-
bility of whale populations?



What are the whales used for? [See story.]

This reading vill hopefully raise more questions than
it answers, leading to individual and class study of
topics on whales and whaling.

3. Project the transparency of a Qui leute whaling canoe
overhead and have the class measure out the outline of
a canoe on the floor of your classroom. It should be
50 feet long and 6 feet wide  if your classroom is not
that big, reduce the scale by one-half so the canoe is
25 X 3 � still a huge canoe!! Use tape or chalk to
outline it. Then put marks where each of the 8 crew
would kneel. or stand  the harpooner would stand in
front, the others kneel!.

Rave children bring in or prepare the whaling equipment
they will need:
7 paddies  maybe use straw brooms!
l bailer  used by middleman; i.e. coffee can!
1 harpoon  8" long, with a detachable point; i.e. a
meter stick!
l stout line attached to the harpoon point  i.e. 'yarn,
string, etc.!
2 sealskin floats  use larger yellow or white balloons
vith ends painted brown. How will you connect them to the
harpoon line?!
1 knife  i.e. plastic knife!
l line  to sew whale's mouth shut!
1 tow-line

In addition, the harpoon line should be connected to
the canoe vith a thin, easily breakable string. This
is in case the whale were to dive so deeply that it
used all the line, the canoe would not be swamped'.

4. The class is now ready to act out a Quileute whale
hunt. Use the 16 role cards that can be run off and
cut up.

Split the class into 2 groups; one group can be the
audience while the other group acts out their roles,
and then the audience and actors can switch. Jf your
class is smaller, you may wish to add extra roles and
just have one skit.  Card f16 can be given to several
students.!

Pass out role cards to students  run off one set if
there is to be only one play, 2 sets if there are to be
2 plays!. Explain that they must decide among them-
selves who has what role, and in what order characters
appear. The role cards contain only a brief descrip-
tion of each character's main function; the students



themselves can add dimension to their characters and
can participate in other scenes where appropriate ln
fact, the activity can be expanded into as detailed a
play as the students wish, This activity requires good
communication and cooperative skills among students.
You may wish to act as director for the groups, or you
stay wish to assign a director role to a student who has
no part..

Once the students have started interacting with one
another to plan their skit, ensure that they have
tdentified the role of the narrator. This character,
the eldest in the tribe, is to start off the acting out
by telling the story of the whale hunt at. the potlatch
feast. As s/he speaks, the story comes to life enacted
by the other students. In order for the narrator as
well as the rest of the students to be accurate, you
may want to make some copies of the Teacher Information,
"Quileute Whaling" available to them. Use the canoe
layout of the stage where appropriate, and the 'props'
 tools! the children have brought in or devised,

Have the students put on t.heir skit s!. Can the audience
understand what. is going on? Did it make sense the way
the st.udents put it together? Do the st.udents feel
t.hat they gained more of a feeling for the Quileute
approach to whale hunting?

Optional The students may also wish to portray a
modern whale hunt. They can use their reading, "Whale
Hunt" for reference as well as pages 203-215 in The Whale,
Crescent Books. These would be appropriate roles:
whale gunner, helmsman in whale catcher, lookout in
catcher boat, whale t.agger, buoy boat crewperson, winch
operator on factory ship, flenser  blubber stripper!,
lemoner  meat cut.ter!, try works tender, bone sawer,
engineer, deck manager and deck hands. Be aware that
the portrayal of a modern whale hunt would show a
highly mechanized division of labor. With the underly-
ing spirituality and sense of ecology that a Quileute
Whale hunt has, t.he modern story can be seen as a grim
and inhuma»e one. Keep the students focused on the
efficiency that modern t.echnology has contributed to
the hunt.i»g of whales.

EXTENDED

ACTIVITIES: 1. If your class can visit. the longhouse at the Pacific
Science Center in Seattle, or the museum in Neah Bay,
Washingt.on, t.hey will see artifacts which were used in
whaling, At Neah Bay, t.here is a great collection of
artifacts which were dug up at the Ozette Archeological
s ite. You can see a whales 's shoulder blade with a
broken off piece of mussel shell harpoon point sticking
out of it, It is graphic evidence of how sharp and
effective the old techniques and equipment were.
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For an excellent study of the interrelationships between
people, their technology and whaling, see the whaling
unit of Peo le and Technolo published by the Educational
Development Center, Newton, t1A. The unit focuses on
the growth of the whaling industry in 19th century
Nantucket.

Although we have not mentioned it in this unit, much is
written of 19th century whaling, often called the
' romantic age.' Read up on it and compare attitudes,
technology and method used to those of the Quileute and
modern whalers.

Write a play of the 19th century whale hunt that could
fit in with those done in this activity.

Read Mob Dick, not only a great novel, but very infor-
mationa a out whales and whaling.

An argument presented by conservationists is that
man-made or other natural substances can be substituted
for almost every product of whaling. Research the
jojoba, a desert shrub whose seeds contain an oil
similar in composition and usefulness to sperm whale
oil. What arguments are presented by industry or by
whale-consuming nations? Can you identify the conflic-
ting points of view, attitudes, data, etc.?

What is culture? Talk about several things that typify
your own North American culture. Here are a few of
them: t.he use of money; living in houses that have
corners on them rather than round walls; eating with
equipment other than fingers except for a few circum-
stances; belief that ghosts don't really exist; wearing
clothes in all seasons of the year; and women and men
usually wearing different types of garments. Now you
think of other things that characterize our culture.
Then on the basis of what you know about the traditional
Quileute culture, discuss ways that cult.ure is different
from and similar to our own.  See bibliography for
ot.her readings on native Pacific Northwest. cultures.!

Other topics for research;
a. Eskimos and whaling.
b. mythology of whales and dolphins.



Teacher Information

QUILKUTE WHALINV
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l2 Teacher Information I! The ha ooner was leader of the whaling
crew and stoo in the front  the bow! of the
canoe. He used an 8' long harpoon with a
detachable point that held a blade made of
mussel shell or whale rib, This point was
attached to a line about an inch thick, woven
from twisted cedar branches and wrapped with
sinew from a whale's back. Imagine making a
rope strong enough to hold a whale using only
vhat you could find and gather!

� & 3! Behind the harpooner sat the two
~e e men." They had several tasks. They
paddletI until the vhale was harpooned, and
then their job vas to quickly attach large
floats to the harpoon !ine, which vas coiled
neatly in front of them. These floats  called
pay-YEE-hwa! were made out of the skins of
hair seals and were about three feet long
when inflated.

� R 5! In the center of the canoe sat two
"middle men" who paddled until the vhale was
spotted, and then they started to blow up the
floats  vhich were stored under the canoe
brace behind them!. Thus, the floats would
be ready for the "eye men" to attach to t.he
line as soon as the harpoon was thrown. For,
when the vhale felt the harpoon point, it
would dive and the rope attached to the
harpoon ~ould be dragged down along with it.
The floats attached to the line would keep
the whale from diving deeply and tire it out
so that it would come up to the surface for
more air.

� 6 /! The ~ower men" were strong paddlers
who propelled the canoe into position for
harpooning and then paddled in chase of the
whale, which might swim half a mile underwater
after it was harpooned. Everytime the whale
came to the surface, it might be harpooned
again, possibly by one of the other canoes on
the hunt.  It was common for three to five
canoes to hunt together.! Sometimes it took
hours and as many as a dozen harpoon wounds
before the whale would finally be killed.
Just as it died and floated to the surface,
one of the "eye men" should have to jump into
the water and cut through the whale's lips to
tie its mouth shut so that. the whale would
not fill with wat.er and sink.



! The second in command of the crew was t.he
teersman, who sat in the back  the stern! of
he canoe and watched for whale spouts. He
lso kept alert for signals from the other
anoes, which wouId be roving for whales, and
ollowed directions from watchers on shore,
ho would signal the locations of whales with
ires. It was the steersman who silently
teered the canoe along the left side of the
hale so that it could be harpooned and it
as he who tried to predict. where the harpooned
hale would re-surface so that the harpooner
ould be in position for a second hit. The
teersman had to know a lot about the habits
f whales.

In fact, every member of Lhe crew had to be an expert.. Paddlers had to know how
to paddle silently so that the whale vould not hear them approach, Harpooners
had to thrust accurately and at just the moment that the whale's tail was on the
canoe side. If the tail were pointed away from the canoe, the whale would
thrash its tail int.o the canoe, breaking it into matchsticks. The "eye-men" had
to be careful not to get tangled in the harpoon line as it shot out of the
canoe. If they were t.o get caught in the rope, they would be dragged under t.he
water by the diving whale, which might not re-surface for ten minutes.

In our society, being an expert means that one has learned all t.here is to know
about an activit.y and become skillful at. doing it, The old Quileutes would have
thought this a very poor preparation indeed. In order t.o perform ~an task, from
weaving baskets and digging roots to healing the dead or whaling, t.he QuiIeute
felt that all one needed was a strong "guardian spirit" power and a good relation-
ship with that spirit. You received your spirit power  ta-HEY-lit! by going out
alone and allowing a spirit to contact you and teach you what. you needed to know
in order to be good at tasks. Some spirits taught one how to be an elk hunter,
or a medicine man, or a carver . . . or, for a very few lucky ones, a whaler.
And some spirits were wiser and stronger than others. If you were taught and
empowered by a strong spirit, you got more whales than those harpooners who had
weak powers. You can see the difference between the way the Quileutes conceived
it and the way that we do, by this example. If you wanted to run the marathon
race at the Olympics, you would prepare physically by running every day, eating
properly, and get.ting regular sleep . If you won, you would assume it. was because
you trained harder than anyone else, A Quileute, on the other hand, felt that
you could not even do the most insignificant t.ask without spirit help. And t.o
get that help, you had to get into a good relationship with your guardian spirit
and not do anything to make it quit advising and helping you. Spirits disliked
grease, so you had t.o clean your body of all oil  a severe cleaning j ob for
people who ate oily salmon and even dipped berries and roots in oil as they ate
them!. You cleaned the outside of your body by taking an Indian sauna or seat
bath and t.hen by rubbing your skin vigorously with prickly spruce boughs and
coarse sand. You cleaned out the inside of your body, flushing it out by eating
a leaf or two of the skunk cabbage.

Whalers needed the st.rongest spirit help of all. llarpooners had to please t.he
spirits by learning the ceremonial chants t.o Tse-KA-tee, a super-spirit. somewhat
like Hother Nature, that. all other spirits seers to have respected Harpooners



14 Teacher Information

also had to know the old stories  or m~ths! which bragged about the greatness of
their spirits and to please their guardian spirit powers by telling these stories
to others. Sarpooners also had to please the spirits by singing songs that they
had been taught by their spirit power. These harpooners made their whole life
seem to be a quest for the whale by such things as dragging a lifesize carving
of the back and fin of a whale around behind them everywhere that they went. In
return, the spirit made them strong, taught them to "think like a whale," and
gave them secrets that helped in whaling. These secrets might be such things as
special ways to paint their sealskin float, good luck charms to attach to their
harpoon heads or to carry in bags around their necks  often the only thing that
a Quileute whaler wore!!

It was not the end of the hunt when one or more whales had been killed and towed
to shore. The whale would be beached and cut up according to very precise
habit, giving particular parts to each canoe and each member of the harpooners'
squad. The harpooners' portions would be honored with eagle feathers and hung
up for all to admire while the oil drained from it into a large wooden "feast
dish." Then a four-day feast would be hosted by the one who threw the first
harpoon. He would give away food and gifts to the guests honoring his own
spirit power which had subdued the whale and praising the great whale. Thus,
the dead whale's spirit would return to the depths of the sea to report to other
whales that it was a fine and appropriately appreciated thing to submit to that
harpooner, In the future, other whales would know to surface next to that
harpooner's canoe for the honor of being taken by him.

Thus, we can see that although whaling provided food for the guileutes, it also
afforded a means of proving the strength of their spiri t power. It was a social
practice as well as an economic activity,
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WHALE HURT

Hunting whales in a modern whale- catcher is f t'ee f rom the danger met by those who
hunted in small canoes, but it is still not easy. These motorized boats can pursue
the faster whales, such as the fin whale, that could not be caught in the old days
A whale gunner may have to take his catcher a hundred miles or so from his factory
ship, and weathering heavy seas for hours at a time is no joyride,

As the catcher boat nears a whale, the gunner watches the whale each time it comes
to the surface and judges its course. He directs the helmsman to steer the ship
where he thinks the whale will reappear. If all goes well the whale will be visible
like a huge ghost. underneath the surface. By then the gunner will have left the
bridge and run down the catwalk to the gun platform, The gun, a cannon 45 inches
long, stands loaded with a 6 foot harpoon of strong steel. The barbed head is set.
to explode inside the whale three seconds after striking it.

Everyone on the cat.cher boat. keeps quiet, for the whale is close by and it is easily
scared, If it comes up in the proper place, the gunner can look down on the huge
blowhole  nostril! as if it were a chimney. Then the hole shuts and the whale goes
down. This is the moment of t.ruth; the gunner takes his sight and presses the
trigger. The harpoon flies out to hit the whale on the side in front of the dorsal
 back! fin. If the wind blows the smoke aside, the gunner can see the harpoon sink
into the whale's side and can hear the explosion. The whale dashes away, taking the
line with it, but is pulled back as soon as possible. It is often necessary for a
second shot to kill it. Once dead, the whale is blown up wi th air so that it will.
float. Then a flag and a radar buoy are placed in the body. A buoy boat will come
by later to pick up the dead whale and bring it to the factory ship, leaving t.he
catcher ship free to hunt another victim.

Dead whales are dragged by huge winches up a ramp in the side of a factory ship.
Then an entire crew of workers set in stripping the blubber, cutting the meat,
sawing the bones and sending the different part.s of the whale to the proper places
on the ship for processing. The blubber is melted down for whale oil and the bones
are boiled in huge pots because they too contain large amounts of oil. Whale meat
is stored in huge freezers; on Japanese ships this is the most important product as
the Japanese people eat a lot of whale meat Many different uses have been found
for whale oil and other whale products. For example, lipsticks, cold creams, lubricat-
ing oil, margarine, piano keys, fertilizers and pet food all can be made from whale
products if man-made or other sources are not used. In rrrodern factory ships, the
baleen  the brushy mouth plates used to filter food from the water! and most of the
bones are thrown overboard after the oil has been extracted, Because of the effici-
ency of modern whaling methods, and the number of whaling fleets in operation, it
has been said that a whale is killed every 20 minutes."':-

Excerpted from The Whale, Tryckare Tre, pp. 203-207
""-The Whale Manual, Friends of the Earth, p, 80.
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ROLE CARDS FOR INDIAN WHALE HUNT

I am a Quileute Indian man with a position of respect as the eldest of the
tribe. At the potlatch feast given by the harpoonist who has led a success-
ful whale bunt, I tell tbe story of the hunt. The people of the village
act out their parts as I tell the story. I make sure to praise the strength
of the spirit powers of the men who killed and brougb home the whale.

I am a harpooner. I lead the canoe which took the first whale this season.
Aft.erwards I gave a feast in which I gave away food and gifts to all the
guests, honoring my spirit power and praising the great whale it subdued.
Ny whole life is a quest for the whale; I chant the ceremonial chants to
Tse-KA-tee, and tell the old stories to please the spirits. Ny spirit has
made me strong and taught. me many secrets; I have painted our sealskin.
float,s in the special way my spirit power instructed me. Rt the moment the
whale's tail is on the canoe side I hurl the harpoon with all my strength.
If my timing is off, the whale might thrash its tail into the canoe an.d
break it. apart.

I am an ~e e man" in the whaling canoe. I must paddle until a whale is
harpooned. Then I attach the sealskin floats to the harpoon line so the
whale will be slowed down. I must be careful not to get tangled in the
harpoon line as it is pulled out, or I might get dragged into the water
with it,

4, I am an ~e e man." In addition to the tasks I share with the other ~e e man,"
I must jump into the water when the dead whale has floated to the surface.

cut through the whale's lips with a special knife I bring for this purpose,
and sew it.s mout.h shut. so the whale will not fill up with water and sink.

A "middle man," I paddle until a whale is spotted. Then I blow up the
sealskin floats to get then ready for the ~ee men." ywo of the floats we
are using this year are made from the skins of seals I caught this winter,
I t.urned the skins inside out and tied off the boles where the flippers and
head used to be, so they can be inflated.

I am the strongest paddler in i.he village. As one of the " ower men," I
must keep paddling even after a whale is harpooned, and it may take hours
and many harpoon wounds for the whale to die.

5y father, the strongest paddler in our village, taught me how to stroke
noiselessly yet with great strength, so the whale would not hear our approach
This year I am proud to be in the whaling canoe for the first time. I am a
"middle man."



g. I am a ~ower man," good at paddling for long periods of time. To please
my spirit po~er, I have cleansed myself in the sweat bath and then rubbed
myself with a special spruce branch. In the morning of the hunt I help to
prepare the canoe and carry the weapons down the beach to be stored in
their proper places.

9. I am a steersman, the second most. important man in the whaling canoe. I
have to know the habits of the whale very well for I must predict where the
whale will surface so that I can position the canoe in the best possible
way. I watch for signals from the shore and from other canoes and signal
to them when we have struck or killed a whale.

10. I am the best dancer in the village. On the first day of the whale season,
I dance a whale being struck, struggling and finally being overcome by our
hunters and their spirit powers. I help drag the whale up the beach and I
also dance at the potlatch feast..

11. I am a Quileute woman. The crew that my husband hunts with has been success-
ful in bringing us a whale . There is much excitement and activity on the
beach as the whale is cut up and people take their share. I am kept busy
melting blubber into oil which we will store in skin vessels, Hopefully
the oil will last all year until the next Gray Whale migration

12, A whale has been killed today on my ninth bi rthday I help the women of
our village by carrying wood to keep the fires going. My favorite part of
the whale is the skin and I am rewarded for my part. in the work with several
pieces

13. I am not a member of a whaling crew, but I have an important job on the
beach. I keep a lookout frosr above the shore, wat.ching for whales and
signals from the whalers I signal the locations of whales to the canoes
with fires and yell to the men on shore to go out and help tow whales that
have been killed ashore.

14. With eyes as sharp as an eagle' s, I am the first. to see the spout of a
whale t.his morning, far out to sea. When the whale is brought to shore, I
help to cut off strips of blubber with my long knife and take home a portion
for my household,

15. A mature female California Gray whale is swimming with her pod a couple of
miles off t.he coast of t.he Olympic peninsula. They are on their annual
spring migration from the breeding grounds off Baja, California to the
summer feeding grounds in t.he Arctic. An Indian whaling canoe approaches
quietly and harpoons the female. She swims away franticaliy, taking the
line with her. Nore canoes converge and dart her with spears and lances
when she surfaces. Soon she is towing several seal skin buoys which make
it hard for her to dive. She rests on the surface and the final killing
blow is struck by a man from the original canoe,

16. I participate in singing and dancing before the hunters go out., When the
signal comes that a whale has been killed, I take my canoe out to help tow
it in. At the potlatrh I am given a portion of the whale for my household.



ACTIVITY 2:

WHO'S WHO AMONGST WHALES

� DAYS!
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Whales and dolphins are classified in the order Cetacea,
which is split into two groups, the baleen whales and the
toothed whales,
Cetaceans are mammals; they bear live young, nurse on
mother's milk, are warm-blooded, have hair, and breathe
oxygen with lungs.
The large size of some whales makes it necessary for them to
live in water, but, helps t.hem to conserve body heat in arctic
waters.
Cetaceans probably descended from animals that lived on land,
and they retain many of the features of land animals.
Cetaceans have many adaptations suiting them to live in t.he
water.
Hany species of the great whale are close to extinction
because of whaling.

CONCEPTS' l.

OBJECTIVES: The
l.
2.
3.

student will be able to:
state why whales are considered mammals .
describe the differences between toothed and baleen whales.
list several adaptations of Cetaceans to the marine environ-
ment.
describe several individual species of Cetaceans.4.

TEACHER
PREPARATION: l.. Read Teacher Information, "Whales." If you desire more

background information, check the references listed in the
bibliography.
Hake class set of Student Handouts, "Whales," "Be a Whale,"
"Two Types of Whales," "Who's Who Amongst Whales." and "Whale
Worksheet."

MATERIALS:
2.

Teacher Information, "Whales."
Class set of Student Handouts:
a. "Whales"
b. "Be a Whale"

c. "Two Types of Whales"
d. "Who's Who Amongst Whales"
e, "Whale Worksheet"

PROCEDURES-l. Introduce the topic by asking the students what they know
about whales, what animals whales are related to, and what
their habits are. Be sure to cover the following in the
discussion:

a. Whales, dolphins and porpoises are massaals; they breathe
air, bear their young alive, nurse t.heir young and are
wa rm-blooded.

b. Whales are probably the largest animals ever to have
lived on earth. Their size makes it impossible to live
on land but enables them to keep warm in cold waters.

c, Whales probably descended from land animals long ago and
share certain features with existing ones. Skeletal
features are a good example.

ACT~~ 2: WHO'S WHO AMONGST WHALES
 e DAYS!
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2. During discussion about majmaalian characteristics of whales,
be sure to describe their breathing. Have the whole class
try to breathe like a whale. "Lie on your back and blow all
the air out of your lungs. Take a deep breath and hold it as
long as you can, How long can you hold it? Sperm whales can
hold their breath for as Iong as one hour, When you can' t
hold it any longer, blow the air out in a fast pu.ff. Take a
quick deep breath and start over."

3. Hand out student worksheet, "Whales" and picture of skele-
tons. Have the class complete tbe worksheet as an assignment
and discuss after completion.

4. Explain or define a~du tations as: structures  or behaviors!
that allow an organism to be well suit.ed to the conditions of
it,s environment  where it lives! or life style. For example,
wings and feathers are adaptations allowing a bird to fly.
Encourage them to come up with their own examples. Present
this list of adaptations to the students  on the chalkboard
or overhead projector! and have the student.s choose those
which they think might be adaptations of Cetaceans living in
a marine environment  as opposed to adaptations for a terres-
trial [land! lifestyle.!

Adaptations � Marine or Terrestrial?
a. glands that oil tbe eye
b. fur
c. young born tail first
d. sweating
e. streamlined shape
f. layer of blubber
g. large size
h. arms and legs
i concentrated urine
j. curling up to keep warm
k. Iow heart rate while diving
l. young horn head first
m. echolocation system
n. t.ear ducts
o tail and flippers

Discuss their c hoices and ask for reasons why they say what
t,bey do. See Teacher Information, "Whales" for background
information necessary to lead discussion.

A word of caution: some adaptations may be suitable for
certain land animals as well as Cetaceans; for example,
desert animals as well as whales excrete a concent.rated urine
in order to conserve freshwater in the bodies. Bats also
have an echolocat.ion system. lf these types of issues come
up, point out that their answers are perfert/y acceptable,
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and features that are adaptive to one environment may work
equally well in another environment.

Hand out student sheet, "Two Types of Whales" and go over the
content with the class. Have the class try to eat like a
baleen whale. "Take a «outh full of food and water «ixed
together. Now bite down arith your teeth, keeping your lip
open. Use your tongue to push the extra water out of your
~outh through your teeth. Now you are ready to swallow."

Hand out '%ho's Who Amongst Whales" to be read as an assign-
«ent and kept in the student notebooks.

Hand out "Be a Whale" and have the class go through some or
all of the activities together. Students can then choose
their own medium  drawing, poetry, or whatever! to express,
independently or in pairs, how it feels to be a whale.

Hand out "Whales Worksbeet" to be used as an evaluative tool.
EXTKMOED

ACTNlllEL Study individual species of whales in more detail. Each
student may wish to pick a species, do a research project,
and become the expert on that whale.

Nake paper models of whales to scale. Stuff them with news-
paper, sew them with yarn.

Have the students graph their own breathing rates . This will
help to emphasize the remarkable ability of whales to dive
for long periods of time,

Nake a key to the classification scheme for Cetaceans,

Visit the whale museum at Friday Harbor on San Juan Islands
or the aquarium in Seattle, Washington or Vancouver, British
Columbia.

Show a movie or filmstrip about whales.

Use the pictures on the grid in order to reduce or enlarge
whales' outlines to scale.  For more specific directions,
see the Grade 5 volume of the Houghton-Nifflin Series, 1979,
p. 101 or 8446 in the Pacific Science Center marine education
files!.
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There is strong evidence that millions of years ago, animals that developed into
whales lived on land, or at least in marshy places. The bint of land origins in
the skeleton of tbe whale is a small undeveloped pair of bones near the rear of
the whale, which is where the hip bones would be if the whale had legs . Whales
do not have front legs or arms, but t.he bones inside the front, or pectoral,
flippers of a whale have an arrangement very much like the bones in your own
hand. Try comparing the number and arrangement of bones in the whale flipper
with a human arm and hand.

Although whales live in the ocean and have the same general streamlined shape as
fish, their bodies function more like many land animals. Their young are born
alive and nurse on mother's milk. They are warmblooded; a thick layer of fat
called blubber helps them to maintain a constant body temperature.

Whales cannot get oxygen directly from water as can fish; they have lungs and
breathe air. Whales have tubes leading from their lungs to one or two holes on
top of their heads. When a whale needs air, it rises to the surface so that only
the top of its head is out of t.he water. It blows water and old air out through
th» blowhole s! and then takes several breaths to get its lungs full before
diving, An average diving time may be l5-20 minutes. Some whales can hold t.heir
brest.h underwater for over one hour.

6ecause of the characteristics already mentioned and other similarities in struc-
tures  whales have hai r, though it is not very useful in water! scientists classi fy
whales and dolphins as manunals, along with human beings, cats, dogs, etc.

Cetaceans  se-TAY-shuns!, the scientific name for whales and dolphins, are well
adapted to marine life and are incapable of living out of the water. Their
bodies are streamlined for efficient movement, and their fore limbs modified into
flippers. The external hindlimbs have disappeared completely and the tail has
been modified to form a fluke which provides propulsion by up and down movements.
Properties of t.he skin and its underlying layers allow the shape of the body to
vary as the animal moves through the water, thus reducing resistance and drag,
Many physiological changes, such as decreased respiration and heart rates, allow
for deep dives. Whales avoid the condition known as the bends that human divers
are subject to by holding their breath for a whole dive.

As an animal increases in size, t,here is proportionately less skin area exposed,
and therefore, less heat loss to the environment.  If this confuses you, visual-
ize a cube. Six sides are exposed to the environment. In our example each side
of the small cube is I inch snuare. therefore the volume is I cubic inch,
The ratio of surface area to volume is 6;l. In the larger cube,- the
surface area is greater �4 square inches! but so is the volume  8 cubic
Inches!. Therefore, the ratio of surface area to volume is 3:l.
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If these cubes were animals, it wou.ld be harder to' keep the small one warm  b»cm~m»
of heat loss! than it would be to keep the larger cube warm. Recaus» of
their large size, whales can live in very cold arctic waters.

In addition, a thick layer of blubber underneath the skin insulates against th»
cold, performing a function similar to fur in terrestrial animals. Other adapt.m
tions mentioned in the list from the procedures page, which apply to Cetaceans
are: glands that oil the eye  to protect against salt water!; yo ung born tail
first  because of their shape and their need to be brought to the surface iaaaedi-
ately in order to breath! and an echolocation system  more efficient than sight.
in a dark environment, especially since water is a much better conductor of sound
than air.  See Activity III, "Kcholocation," for more information and things to
do. ! Obviously, this is not an exhaustive list of Cetaceans' adaptations to
water. If you want to learn more, check one of the references listed.

Many of these beautiful and fascinating creatures are becoming scarce. The peas-
sures of modern technology with its improved hunting methods, have pushed some

e of the reat whales to near extirLction. Without rigid controls on hunting,
numb» r sbacked by international cooperation and enforcement, we may reduce their num»rs

so greatly that they cannot recover.*

See Friends of the Earth, The Whale Nanual
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26 3. Compare the number and arrangement of bones in the whale's flipper
human arm and hand. What does this tell you about whales aud h~azs~

[They are closely related; the same bones have come to be used For dj f ferentpurposes in humans and whales.! aJHALe
FLiPPK R
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Males are the largest crc atures ever to have lived on earth. A Blue Shale' may
grow to be 100 feet long. lJould such a whale fit inside your classroom? Mould
pour classroom f t t tnstde a hluc whale' !

Males are' so beg that they ran only 1 cve cn the occ an. 1ike Brontosaurus and
c>t hc'r large d e nosaurs, t hey nc c d water t o help support themselves . Gn land they
wc>uld c.rush to de ath unde r their own vceght,

4fhalcs and doll>hens have many fe'aturc's in cossson with land macmLals. Name at
le ast lhrec,

B.

2, Look at the skclc ton of a rtght whale below, Notice thc thre.e bones coming
of f t,hc' backl>one t.owards  hc. rear of the whale. What purpose do you think
they serve>

3 t.ompa re' the number and a rrangeme nt. ol bones it> the whale' s f 1 ipper with a
human arm at>d hau>l. tA>at dc>cs this tel 1 you about whales and humans.
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TWO TYPES OF QiALES

All whales and dolphins are classified as Cetaceans  Se-TAY-shuns!, a subgroup of
the order aaamals. They are divided iato two groups. The main differences between
the two is how tbey eat, what they eat aad the feeding structures that they have.

09ONTOCRTES  pronounced o-DON-tuh-sects !These whales have teeth and hunt iadividual prey, such as fish or squid. They are
fast swiasers and seem to have a well-developed language. Except for the giant
sperm whale, Odoaotcetes are smaller aad have smaller head thaa the whalebone
whales.

MYSTICETES -  pronounced liIS-tuh-sects !These are the whalebone or baleen whales. They are not supplied with teeth, but
have many  up to 600! filter blades hanging from the upper jaw oa either side of
the tongue. The blades, called baleen or whalebone, have many stiff hairy fingers
that the whales use to filter masses of small food animals out of the water. With
its mouth open, a whale swims through areas with great conceatration of shrimp like
animals. It takes in large mouthfuls of water and then pushes the water out with
its tongue. The food animals are left trapped on the fringes of the baleen and the
whale then uses its tongue to lick the food off the baleen.

gg/ccrc
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ODOMTOCETES

Bottl -Mo d Dol h �2 ft.! - Probably the best known of C
no~a» dolphin played "Flipp«" on th' '»le"""n " ' *Sr ~ Rs
p i»s have been studied and k»pt in captivity than any of th» whale fanil . The

are easil i y trained, playful and friendly; aany instances have been reported of dol-y. ey

phins accompanying humans and b»friending thee.

Marwhal �5 ft! - [n the male Narwhal, on» tooth on the upper jaw grows xn a spiral
to~aength of 8 or 9 t»et, making the animal resemble the Unicorn of mythology,
Shat the tooth is used for ss unknown, and, as the narwhal is not really hunted
anymor», it has not been the subject of much study,



32 Killer Whale or Oreg �0 ft! - Tbe Ores, actually the largest of the dolphins, is
y t preys on warm-blooded animals  seabirds, seals, walruses,

and even other Cetaceans!, though they also eat fish and squid. Once thought of as
bloodthirsty murderers, they have been found to be gentle and highly intelligent
animals in captivity. Orcas are native to Puget Sound and are frequently spotted
in our waters.

S Whal �0 ft.! - A prime target of both early and modern wbalers, Sperm
pr ide not only whale oil, but spermaceti, a clear oil found in their

gigantic squared"off heads, and ambergris, a gray sticky material taken from their
intestines. The Sperm Whale population has been greatly reduced, and there has
been much controversy over the IWC ban on the Sperm Whale catch.
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BE A M}9KZ

Try to imagine what it would be like to be a whale or dolphin. Think about some
of the following and discuss them with your classmates Get out of your chair
and try some of the activities.

WHAT IF you had no hands � no thumbs nor fingers - to pick things up or to push
but tons?

you had your nose on top of your head'?

the classroom was full of salt water and all your food floated or swam in
it?

your babies breathed air, but were born in water?

you had your eyes on either side of your head'?

you had to 'see' with your ears?

you swam like the whale? Your flukes  try putting your feet together!
would propel you by up and down movements

Now, write a poem or draw a picture that shows how it feels to be a whale.
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WHALES WORKSHEET

2. Which is the largest animal to have ever lived?

[B- Slue Whale]

How might its size be useful to its life style?

[Help it to keep varm in cold waters]

3. Which one might you find in Puget Sound?

[C-Ores]

4. Which one s! has  have! teeth?

l.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Can you name these four animals?
[Sperm Whale]
[Blue Whale]
[Ores - Killer Whale]
[Gray Whale]

[A- Sperm Whale and C- Orca]

What is the group they belong to called?
[Odoutocetes]

5, Which one s! doesn't  don' t! have teeth?

[B-Blue and D-Gray]

What group do they belong to?

[Nysticetes]



3$Tea c he r I n f o rma ti on  Key!

Describe how they feed.

[Hysticetes have filter plates called baleen that hang down the sides of their
mouths from the upper jaws. They filter small crustaceans out of the water. J

6. Which one might have been hunted by the Quileute indians?

[D- Gray Mhalej

7. Can you describe some features and behaviors that enable Cetaceans to live in
water?

[glands that oil the eye, concentrated urine, young born tail first, echo-
location systems, flippers and flukes, blubber, large size, decreased heart
rate while diving, ability to hold breath for long periods of time, nostril on
top of head.]
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WHALES WORKSHEET

1. Can you name these four animals?

C,

Z. Which is the largest animal to have ever lived' ?

How might its size be useful to its life style?

3. Which one might you find in Puget Sound?

4. Which one s! has {have! teeth?

What is the group they belong to called' ?
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5. Which one s! doesn't  don' t! have teeth?

What group do they belong to?

Describe how they feed.

6. Which one might have been hunted by the Quileute Indians?

7. Can you describe some feat.ures and behaviors that enable Cetaceans to live in
eater?



ACTIVITY 3:

ECHOLOCATION

� DAYS!
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ACTIVITY 3:

CONCEPTS:

3.
4.

OBJECTlVES: The
l.
2.
3.

TEACHER
PREPARATION: See materials list below.

PROCEDURES:1

"'Copright. Permission to reproduce granted by Charles Scribner's
Sons, N.Y. from "The Ways of Whales" by Peter Warshall, Mind
in the Maters, ed. Joan McIntyre.

MATERIALS:
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

ECHOLOCATION � DAYS!

Hearing is the most important sense for Cetaceans; in a
dark water environment, a highly developed sense of hearing
is more useful to an animal than sight.
Many Cetaceans send out high frequency clicks that they
use in a precise echolocation system.
Water is a good conductor of sound.
Having 2 separate ears allows animals to determine the
direction of a sound source.
The distance to an object can be gauged by timing the echo
from it.

students will be able to:
identify the importance of hearing to a Cetacean.
show how 2 ears are used to orient to a sound.
tell how the echo changes as distance from an object
changes,

Class set of student handout, Experimenting with Echoes"
glass or plastic aquarium tank, about 6 quarts capacity
water
2 rocks
2 blocks of wood

stopwatch
comb

Read the paragraph about the dolphin and trainer out loud
to the class. Ask them what they think was happening.
They may come up with a variety of explanations  e.g., the
dolphin felt the heat from the light bulb, there was
electricity, etc.!. Ask them how they would test their
theory if they were that trainer. [What the trainer
finally figured ont was that dolphins prefer to listen-
to hear the click of the switch - rather than look. This
story demonstrates how important hearing is to dolphins;
they depend on their hearing in situations in which humans
depend on t.heir sight.j

A trainer taught a dolphin to approach a
light bulb only when lit. The dolphin
always performed correct.ly but never
looked at the light bulb. The confused
trainer hid the light bulb. Nothing
happened. He turned it on, and sure
enough, the dolphin swam towards it."



2 ~ Read the second anecdote aloud and discuss as before.
[Although whalers, fishermen and others coming into con-
tact with whales/dolphins had suspected for years that
Cetaceans had some way of 'seeing' other than sight, it
was this incident that led to research on the echolocation
system of dolphins and porpoises. It was eventually
determined that the animals were using a sonar system to
dodge the smail-mesh nets, but their sonar somehow did not
identify the large-mesh nets as an obstacle. If students
had suggested blindfolding dolphins as a way of proving
they are not using their eyes, you might mention that in
the first classic experiment, suction cups were used as a
painless way to blindfold the animals. Nuch research has
been done since, mostly with the toot.hed whales, and t.heir
sonar systems appear to be 10 times more efficient than
any sonar equipment in use by humans.!

Some years ago a fisherman at Marine
Studios in Florida, noticed that dol-
phins never charged into the small-
meshed  small holes! net used to capture
small fish. The dolphins would leap
over the cork line to escape, even at
night time and in murky waters. On the
other hand, if a large-mesh net was
being used, the dolphins almost always
charged into it. The only time they
would leap over a wide-mesh net was
after others had struck it and pulled
the cork line under water.
 Alpers, p. ll8*!

3, You may need to convince yourself and the students that
sound does travel through water.  Water is a better
conductor of sound than air, arid sound t.ravels 3-5 times
as fast in water.! Tap the side of an empty plastic or
glass aquarium tank and note the sound. Have a student
put his/her car inside the tarik and on the side of the
tank to listen to the tapping Now fill the tank with
water.  You may omit the part about putting an ear inside
the tank, if you don' t. want to get a student wet.! Can
the students bear any difference? Also, try tapping 2
rocks together i» air and underwat.er and comparing the
sound that comes to the ear through air and through water.

'Copright, Alpers, Anthony, Doll'hirrsr The ~8th and the Nammal,
Houghton Nr lf I in, Co. Bostorr iq6O.



42 Students who snorkel can try talking underwater through
their snorkels. It's amazing how well you can hear speech
underwater.

4. Because the external. ears of most whales and porpoises are
small and inconspicuous, it was formerly t.hought t.hat they
vere not functional. However, the middle and internal
ears are highly developed, and many of the Odontocet.es
that have been. studied appear to receive sound through the
lower jaws.  For mare information, see Mclntyre, pp.
133-14G.!

Receiving the same sound on both sides of the head allows
one to get a directional fix on the source. The students
can experience this with their ovn sense of hearing.

Have one student be the dolphin and another be the fish
'target'. The 'target' makes a sound  previously agreed
upon � snapping fin.gers, clapping, etc.! and the 'dolphia',
his/her eyes closed and head stationary, points to the
direction the sound is coming from. Try several different
positions of the 'target'. Can the 'dolphin' locate the
direction of the target'? [Probably very easily.]

Now have the 'dolphin' cover one ear, Repeat the attempt
to locate the target. Is it as easy this time? [Probably
not.. Unless a sound source is located at an equal distance
from the two ears, there is a time lag betveen the arrival
of sound at the two ears  see diagram! There may a iso be
a difference in intensity between the sound received by
the two ears. Our brain automatically computes the differ-
ence in messages sent to it by the two ears and determines
the direction the sound must be coming from  see diagram!.

Using Two Ears to Orient to a Sound

4NNCa 1m' Q ~i
Cl %~ Ad&I~

aors.w avgaaeer,
<erne' eeevw

Using only one ear, the only clue that can be used is in
which direction the sound is loudest.j



Allow the 'dolphins' to move the ir heads, repeating the
one ear exercise. Does it help them to orient  find the
dire< t ion!, Hov instruc.t the 'dolphins' to use both ears
anil mov« the ir heads around s lowly,  they may turn their
ent.ire body! attempting to be conscious of hov the sound
changes as t.hey t.urn towards i t or away from it . @hen
they reach the point where the sound seems to come into
the two ears equally, they may open their eyes. @hat are
they looking at? [If Lhey have 1 istened carefully, they
are facing the ' target. ' ! Have they ever seen animals do
this'  Many animals, as well as people, vi ll orient in
this vay by hearing, and then find the target hy eyesight.
Do 1 ph i ns dn<f porpoi ses p rabdb I y don ' 4 use the i r s i gh t
unt i l af t er they have zeroed in with their hearing. I

Fxf<ertment with cchoc s. Find a wall or other dr< a out sidi'
that gives a gaod eChO, and viSit it at a quiet t ime of
day. Designate one student Lhe noise-maker, one Lhe
t imer, one the pacer, and the rc st of t.he class ds recorders.
Have the pac'er measure '50 paces f roim the wal I, dnd everyone
stand at that distance. The noise-maker can hi t 2 pieces
of wood t.ogether to make a sharp sound. The timer, vi t.h a
st<ip-vatrh, starts the stop-watch dt i.he ini tis I sound and
stop it when s/he hears th< rcha. This vi l l Ldk» some
praCt ice as t h» t iae interVa l iS Very Short. dnd it is
di f f icult to be precise. The. c lass recorders should f i 1 l
in the chart shoving distan<< from the vdl l dud Lime for
echo to returii.

Pace of f 50 more pa<   s l li<iw f,i r away are you nov? ! arid
t.aki another reading, Take about l0 readings or as many
as neeiled t<> get d d< l iiiiti t r< n<k stioving iii the t ime of
< i hc< c ulumn.

Go bdc k Lo th< class<<>om and <li sc:uss the results. Did
the y f e< ~ l l ik< they got g<ii><l data'! Vhy or vhy not2 f It
is di f f ii ult t «mcdsur«xiii'h short. i.ime intervals. I What
hdppeiiS L<> t.h< t imi lag ds yiiii moV< farther avay'! I The
t ime slioul d i iii rr use,is t li< 0 i s t a n<'e f rom the vdl I increases iSh<>< ing uS that sOui«li iii di r tdk< d m< aSureable amOunt Of
t ime Lo L r iv<'l a giv<'ii <li' Lan«, arid 'Lhdt the time inCreaseS
dii tile 0 ixtdllre iil�<'d~<'s. lh<' L ime i Or an erhO tO return
wi l l,i la<i <n«< ~,<~< «it h t lie I istdric e, arid if Lhdt time can
lii di c iii ii <'l y Qu'Ji iii <'<f, t lii' 'i<i t alii <' to l lie ObjeCL CauSing
Ll« i cho <.<ii he lcd<is«l. <-<'t a«' <us have Lhe senSory apparatus
n<.'  <'sxdi y t 0 gd<ig<' t h<'Sf' t <is<'s ail<'l diStailces. Humana haVe
bllilt sliCll dcvi«'b da s«<idr t< ila t lie Sdme thing, hut Ear
less pre< Isely tli,iii «l<ilpliii<s. J



How far does the sound have to travel when you are 50
paces from the wall? [The sound travels 50 paces twice-
going out to the wall and coming back as an echo � so it
travels 100 paces. Mow the person who did the pacing
should measure their average stride. If that stride
measured 4 meter, 100 paces would measure 100 x $, or 50
meters.]

A dolphin's sense of echolocation is so accurate they can
tell the difference between a ball 2$ inches across and
one 2g inches across. To demonstrate this, have students
cut out the two circles, one 2g inches across, and one 2g
inches across, from the bottom of the "Experimenting with
Echoes" worksheet. Working in pairs, one students should
stand 35 paces away from a classmate holding the paper
with the circles. How easily can they tell the ci.rcles
apart?  idea from Project Jonah.!

6.

One researcher reports that dolphins could hear a teaspoon
of water dropped into a large oceanarium pool and would
echol.ocate the spot.+ Suggest that the students compare
their own underwater hearing the next time they go swimming.

Now that the students have experimented with some of the
physics of location by sound, wrap up with a discussion of
the biological structures possessed by Cetaceans to employ
these methods. All of the toothed and some of the baleen
whales can 'see' with sound. Cetaceans have no vocal
chords; how do they produce sounds? [Largely unknown.
Whales, dolphins and porpoises produce a variety of whistles,
clicks, squeaks and rumbles by vibrating or forcing air
past various structures in the nasal passages and around
the opening of the blowhole.! What are the sounds used
for echolocation like? ]They emit high frequency clicks-
the lowest sounds are used for information about the
topography, the middle ones for communication with each
other, and the highest pitched ones for finding food.
Most of these clicks are too high for human ears to hear,
but researchers have described those we can hear as sound-
ing like squeaky or rusty hinges. Perhaps you have a door
or window in your classroom that can demonstrate this, Or
have students run their thumbnail across a comb to imitate
the rapid fire clicks.]  For more detail, consult the
references listed.!

Hand out student worksheet, "Echolocation" to be used for
evaluation.

Dr. Winthrop Xellog, cited in Nclntyre, p.138. He also reports
that the sound of rainwater on an outdoor tank was so painful
that the dolphins kept leaping out of the water to escape the
sound.
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ACTlVrnKS: Study the topic of echolocation in Cetaceans more fully.
See thr bibliography at the end of the entire packet for
an extensive list of references. One interesting area to
invest.igatc would be research the U.S. Navy has done in
using the echolocating abilities of porpoi.ses for military
purposes, {If you can find the information � much of it
is c lass i f i ed! !

2- Study other animals that use echolocat.ion.  Bats, for
example. ! Compare their sound producing and sound receiving
struct.ures to t.hose of Cetaceans. Mhy wou.ld echolocation
be adaptive in an environment different from the sea?

3. The echo experiment described in this activity can be used
as a hasis for measuring the speed of sound in air. The
noise-maker has a harder job now; s/he should practice
hitting the wood blocks together in a reguLar rhythm of
one hit per second. Classmates can help to time this by
count ing hits; IO hit.s in l.0 seconds on. the stopwatch
would mean l hit per second, on the. average. Now go back
to the wall with a stopwatch and ~lou steel measuring tape
 for accuracy's sake.! Start at a distance of about 500
fei t trom the wall and start hitting the blocks once per
st cond. List.en to the echoes and move closer to or farther
away f rom the wall until the echoes co inc ide wit.h the
hits, Neasure the distance. At, this distance a sound
reflected hack as an echo takes exact.ly one sec:ond to
arrive bac k at. the start.ing point � and coincide wit.h the
next hit.. The distance it traveled to and from the wall.
divided by one second is the speed of sound in air.
 Hemember t.o multiply the distance to the wa].1 by two! !

Chal lenfte - how would you calculate the speed of sound in
water?

4. Blind people learn to listen to echoes to locate edges and
walls. They c' an sense many t.hings that sighted people
couldii't imagine sensing without their eyes. Read up on
tlie suhject, or invite an instructor to come to class to
give the students a lesson as if they were b]ind.
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EXPERIMENTING WITH ECHOES

400 paces0 seconds0 paces

Can you tell these apart with your eyes as well as a dolphin can with its ears?

Distance
From Mall

50 paces

100 paces

150 paces

200 paces

250 paces

300 paces

350 paces

400 paces

Time of
Kchos Between

Distance
From Vail

450 paces

500 paces

550 paces

600 paces

650 paces

700 paces

750 paces

800 paces

Time of
Ecbos Between



Teacher Information  Key!

ECHOLOCATION

I, What kind of difficulties might you have if you vere deaf in one ear?

IYou would have problems determining direction that sounds were coming from
unless you moved your head around. You would also have trouble hearing sounds
coming from a source that xs pointed toward the deaf ear.]

Imagine you are in a large ballroom 30 meters long. You clap your hands while
standing at one end and after a time delay, the echo ret.urns to you. Hov far
has the sound travelled?

I60 meters - to the far wall and back!

If the speed of sound in air is 300 meters per second, how long vill it take
for the echo to return?

�

3. A bottle-nosed dolphin is swisming straight ahead, sending out high-frequency
clicks in search of a meal. Echoes bouncing off a fish return to her, arriv-
ing earlier on her left side than on her right. As she continues to swim, the
echoes arrive later and later. Which way should the dolphin turn to catch the
fish?

[She should turn to her left and backwards. When she hears the echoes arriv-
ing at both sides at the same time, and coming sooner, she is heading right
for the fish.]



ECHOLOCATION

l. What kind of difficulties might you have if you were deaf in one ear?

2. Imagine you are in a large ballroom 30 meters long. You clap your hands while
standing at one end and after a time delay, the echo returns to you. liow far
has the sound travelled?

If the speed of sound in air is 300 meters per second, how long will it take
for the echo to return>

A bottle-nosed dolphin is swimming straight ahead, sending out high-frequency
clicks in search of a meal. Echoes bouncing off a fish return to her, arriv-
ing earlier on her left side than on her right As she continues to swim, the
echoes arrive later and later. Which way should the dolphin turn to catch the
fish?



ACTIVITY 4:

COMMUNICATION

g4 OAVS!





Read Teacher Information, "Communication Among Cetaceans"and
discuss various means of communication in Cetaceans with the
class. Emphasize our lack of knowledge. Relate their ideas
with those they came up with in previous discussions and use
the student worksheets as a guide to bring out important
points.

Pass out student worksheet, "Communication Among Cetaceans"
to be done independently and discussed later.

Do the communication activities below as a class. Discuss
how complex Cetacean's communications systems must be to use
sounds on the ways activities demonstrate.

COMMUNICATION ACTIVITIES

Talk and Listen Like a Dol hin
Dolphins make fast, high pitched clicks that bounce off
objects around them. They listen. to the echoes in order to
'see' their surroundings. They can make clicks and listen to
their echoes at the same time they hear clicks and sounds
made by other dolphins without getting confused, Get a
friend, and both of you think of a story to tell. Start
talking at the same time, telling your stories to each other.
Are you able to listen to your friend without stopping your
own story?

Use Sound Like a Group of Whales
Get 6 or 8 classmates to form a pod of whales. Close your
eyes and say "hello" soft~I , over and over, Try to listen to
the other "hellos" and figure out whose voice is whose. Use
the sounds as a way of telling where everyone is and try to
move around together.
-Credit to Project Jonah for ideas,

Assignment � Have students read "Say Rooo-beee!." This
reading is excerpted from Mind in the Water  ed., McIntyre!,
an anthology that celebrates Cetaceans as intelligent beings
worthy of high respect. Keep in mind that not all scientists
hold whales and dolphins in such high regard; many consider
Cetaceans as animals no smarter than dogs but useful in
research. What do the students think was happening in the
reading between the man and the dolphin; was Ruby really
trying to teach him something? Or did he just hear what he
wanted to hear, as other researchers suggested?

Humpback Whale songs. Dr. Roger Payne has studied the habits
of the Humpback Whales off Bermuda and has recorded their
vocalizations which are available on two albums. No one

knows why they sing so prodigiously; it may have to do with
courtship or communication with other whales. Dr. Payne
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calls the sounds 'songs', because they consist of a series of
u't'terances and phrases which actually repeat themselves.
They are definitely worth listening to. Try setting the
following scene for your students. Play the record. As it
ends fade the sounds out and have the children write a letter
to a friend describing what was happening in the film. Later
you may ash the class for their ~feelin s from the sounds, and
have them write a story or poem ar draw a picture imagining
they were a whale.

KXTKNOEQ

ACTiVIES: 1. Read about attempts to teach chimpanzees a human language.

2. Study sign language or bring someone to class to teach some
sign language. Signing is very symbolic, and it is often
possible for an untrained person to pick up the meaning as
the movements mimic the meaning. However> when dealing wit h
abstract.ions, signers often resort to finger spelling.



C p9flNI CATIOII CHALLENGES

Faroe Islanders have been hunting pilot whales for hundreds of years.

You chase them from behind, and I' ll cut them off from the side.

In l930, there were 250,000 Fin whales, in 19/4 there were only 5,000.

Truth is beauty, and beauty is truth

A rose by any other name would smell as sweet.

Teacher Information

Danger!

Here is food.

Hove.

Here is shelter.

I'm happy.

Don ' t do tha t!

It's a baby girl!

Would you like to dance'?

I'm hungry

Fi re!

Stop.

I'm angry.

Help me!

Ve'll meet a month from now.

53
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Teacher Information

CONNUNICATION ANONG CETACEANS

Ce er sounds besides sonar clicks. They make sounds with their
bodies and with their voices. All of these sounds seem to communicate something
to other Cetaceans, although different species vary greatly in loquacity. Gray
Whales seem to be very silent, while the Beluga is known as the "sea canary."
The Amazon River dolphin clicks a lot, but has not been heard to say much else.
The male Humpback Whale will sing during, the mating season for seven to thirty
minutes and then repeat the whole song for several hours. Nost dolphins speak in
short phrases. Some speak simultaneously with two voices: the echolocation
clicks and whatever "social" vocabulary is appropriate.

The body also speaks. Nany Cetaceans make a sound by clapping their jaws .
Dolphin trainers believe this is a threat or warning. In a quiet mood, dolphins
will release one big bubble underwater. The gurgle-pop of the bubble is believed
to be a question - "What's that? Can I share or partake in that?" The bubble is
somewhere between curiosity and a request. When a dolphin gets excited, its
breathing quickens and each exhalation forms a distinct "chuff!" - an exuberant
high-energy sound.

A whale can use his or her tail to produce a variety of subtle sounds. Flukes
are wiggled on the surface in anxiety or annoyance. When there is danger, the
flukes are slapped against the surface, producing a very loud crack  lobtailing! .
This crack can be heard for miles in the ocean and will cause other Cetaceans in
the area to dive directly down. A whale or a dolphin may also breach - jump part
or al 1 the way out of the water and then belly-whop or sidesmack the surface .
Sometimes breaching is for danger or a warning, sometimes it may serve to knock
lice off, other times it seems to be for fun

The vocal sounds of whales have been categorized into two broad types: pulsed
sounds and pure tones. Pulsed sounds include: 1! sonar or echolocation sounds;
2! faster clicks used for social connnunication; and 3! more repetitive, less
well-modulated sounds which are thought to be "self-expressive." To humans, the
faster clicks used for some types of social communication sound like creaking
doors and rusty hinges. The loosely modulated sounds have been described as
squeaks and squawks and barks and grunts, To describe these latt.er sounds as
"self-expressive" means that we can't figure out what the toothed whales are
saying to each other.

The pure tones sound t.o us like clear whistles. They are beautfiul bird-like
sounds with trills and arpeggios, glissandos and sitar-like bends in the notes.
Each whistle is particular to the species that makes it. A bott.leuose dolphin
will always recognize another bot.tlenose dolphin. Nore important, each whistle

Excerpted from Warshall, Peter "The Ways of Whales" in Nind in the Water, ed.
McIntyre, Reprinted by permission of Charles Scribenr's sons, N.Y.
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whistles to l!ol ly, thc' bott le'nose <folph
Kven moc c' siii pi'i s i fig i t. seems t.hat t lie'
i cuf tv i dua l of onc' spe'c ie s i an frcogn c ae
spc i ies. Thus ~ booby f!ick t'hc Spc rm i%a
thc Orra.

R>lphina arc born with thrir ovn personal whistle. The whistle is a li«l«agg«y
~ t hirth, but bc come's c lc ar and c lc'an cluicli]y- Thv fc male' bot tlenose dolphin seeeccs
to turn her whist lc into a song as shv matures, rc pc'sting the whistle over and over
again.

Cc'ta< cans can vary thc ir pu] sed siiunds aiid whi st les. 'l'herc
ol <hanging loudness, timirig of bursts of groups iil liurst.s,
tones ~ as wc l l as sile nce s. Unt i l we le avc thc conf incmc nt
the' iicc ans whrrr the  e taii'an voice c.volvc'd, t,he mc'aning of
c vailv us.

irc endless combinations
tone and groups of
of oceanaria and enter
Cetacean language wil l

l'hi s i ] lust rat ioci shows the t wo di l fere rit sound receivers that have been discovered
I r! the pi>fliiii sc, Thc' f irst i s in the jaw; souiid entering the jaw travels through a
thiii oi l iiisidc' the lawbonv  o thr ear ifrum. The second sound receiver is in the
iorclivad fc gion, or me ion. This organ is fi] lc d with an oi] through wfii eh sound can
lii cociifuctc'if to the v ir ifrums. Th» "ears" as wc' know them in other macmnals, do not
receive soiind waves bc cause of thc' proble'm of hearing underwater.

whe'nrve r
art ss 't o
i dc ilt i ty
s li of la e' .
of bv i iig,
ilo 1 ph ins
voca] i ae
i l i cks ari

in, each knows exactly who is whist>ing.
Cet.ace an cosssunit.y i s so integrateif t.hat an
 and cosssunicatc to! an individual of another

lc' ca» cross-species cosmtunicate with Eaus

i.he whist lv is given, it is answered by a nearby Cetacean, The whistle
pfovidc' a gc'c'a't dva l of infc fmat ion: thc locat ion of the whistler, the
of l rii.nds, thc. whereabouts of companions, and the desi re to hear a re-
<:horusv» ol whist]rs may be a way to conf'irm and reconfirm the mood, state

or purpose of the group, For instance, whistling occurs more often when
arv hungry acid might bc capri.trd to start a coordinated hunt. Orcas oft.en
intrnsvly just hrfore setting out to hunt, and then keep in contact with
cl whist lc s vhi lc hc rding f i ah or hunting coops rat.ivc ly.



Say "Rooo-Beee!"

lt occurred to me that I could use this game of catch as a reward ia an attempt to
get Ruby to vocalize. It seemed like an ideal reward; we vere both enjoyiag the
game, aad her participation vas voluntary. I decided to try to get her to mimic her
owa aame.

"Say, Rooo-beee!""Ruby," I said.

All I got back at first was a bunch of dolphinese, somewhere betweea a whistle and a
squavk. I threw the ball, and she returned it.

"All right, nov, say 'Ruby'! Roon-beee!'"

I aoticed that, she was repeating the same sound every time; it vasa't just any
old squawk, but oae with recognizable characteristics.

Suddealy her vocalization changed. Her squawk came out in tvo distinct syllables,
rather like the way I had been syllabificatiag "Rooo-beet" I hurled the ball, and
she returaed it. Our progress became unbelievably rapid. In the space of five
minutes, she began to copy the syllabification, rhythm, time, and inflections of my
proaouaciatioa of the vord "Ruby" and she did so vith an accuracy and a speed I
fouad amaziag. . . We became completely wrapped up in each other, the outside world
ceased to exist. . . Never ia my life have I known such an iatimate feeling of being
in contact. with an incredible non-humaa creature . It felt like it was what I had
beea created to do. Our minds seemed to be ruaaing on the same wave-length. We
vere together.

She repeated t.he word with accuracy a coupl.e of times, thea started babbling at me
in dolphinese, shaking her head up and down with her jaws open in that gesture,
usually associated with pleasure, that I called "ya-ya-ing." I tried to get her to
say "Rooo-beee!" again; more ya-ya-iag. Then she swam back a few feet and made a
peculiar noise, a kind of "kee-orr-oop," but about three times faster than you
pronounce it, It occurred to me - I don't knov why - to re eat that sound. Ruby
seemed to be expecting it of me. I did the best I could with it. She repeated it,
but now it sounded slight.ly different; I mimicked her changes Gosh, she's doing to
me what. I was just doing to her! Where will this lead? By now the ball was forgot-
ten; I was totally absorbed in listeaing to Ruby's vocalizations and attempting to
mimic them as accurately as possible with my inadequate human lips and vocal chords.
She repeated the sound again, changed still more, and I copied that, she repeated it
again, and as I tried t.o mimic her I thought, this sounds vaguely familiar-
"kee-orr-opp." The light in rsy head went on. The souad I had ust successf~ull
imitated was the one she had been ivin to me in the be innin , in response to my
first at. tempt t.o make her say "Ruby!"

This realization struck me as the sound was coming out of my lips. Several fuses in
my mind blew simultaneously and I did aa incredible double-take, nearly falling
over, and stariag at Ruby, who was watching me with great conceatration. When she
saw the double-take, and knew I knew, she flipped out, and went ya-ya-ing around the
pool, throwing wat.er into the air, and apparently happy that this two-legged cousin
of hers was progressing so rapidly.
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What do I think the meaning of that experience was? I don't really know, I have
some ideas, however. In response to an English word, Ruby had given me a dolphinese
word or phrase, which ! had ignored. She succeeded in taking control of the situa-
tion - although I had been willin to relin uish control - and had then tricked me
i«o producing the sound ad at irst ignored! I had been the one slowin down
the comaunication between us! But what was the meaning of that sound? I can only

occurred to me that she was most, likely either telling me her name for me or t.elling
me her name for herself.

Years later, I told a couple of "straight" dolphin researchers about the experience.
 By "straight." I mean they regard the possibility of a high dolphin intelligence as
undemonstrated, and therefore not worth investigating!.

"It.'s too bad you didn't have a tape recorder with you," they told me. "So often
one hears what one wants to hear," Some outside impartial reference source is
necessary to evalute experiences like this in a truly scientific context. One's own
subjective sensory impressions are, alas, so often subject to distortion,

Copyright. Reprinted by permission of Charles Scribner's Sons, K.Y. Brenner,
Nalcolm, "Say RoooBeee" in Mind in the Waters, ed. Joan McIntyre.
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COMNJNICATIONS AHONG CETACEANS

Here are five statements. Match them to the type of coassunication you think
each is.

STATBKNTS

What would your interpretation as a biologist be if you heard:

A. Two bottlenosed dolphins whistle to each other, each with a distinct
whistle?

 They are probably identifying themselves to each other, and signaling
their locations.!

B. A minke whale lobtailing slapping its flukes against the water with a
loud smack?

 warning others of danger.!

C. High frequency clicks  if you could hear high pitches like a dog can! in an
area where there were porpoises?

 The animals are probably echolocating.!

D. A group of Dress vocalizing a great deal, and then occasional whistles
and clicks?

 preparing to hunt cooperatively and then keeping in contact. !

E. A 10 minute pattern of singing underwater -grunts, squeaks, moans,
which was then. repeated in sequence' ?

 a male Humpback, probably during mating season.!

B I'm thirsty.

C Come here.

D Life is just a bowl of cherries.

E There are four sheep here.

A I'm sad.

TYPE OF COMMUNICATION

A. Emotion

B. Bodily Need

C. Comaand

D. Abstraction

E. Fact
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CONNINl CAT IOUS ~!HG CFTACKANS

l. "«< ~ rc'  >ve stateamts. Ha«h thee to the type of c~nnication you think
each is,

TYPE OF CoffNJNI CAT IOli

I' ~ thirsty,

Co~ hc re.

2. What would your inta rpretat ion as a biologist bv il you heard:

A. Two hc>t t l< nose d do lphins cchist le to each othe r, c ach with a dist inct
whi st lc '!

Il, A isinke whale lobtail ing, slapping its flukes against the water with a
loud seai k'

High f rvqucncy i l icks  if you could hear high pi tithes l ike a dog can! in an
area where. the re wc re porpoises?

A group of Orcaii vocal izirig a great deal, and then occ'asional whistles
and Cl 14 ks

10 ainiite pattern of s caging underwater -grunts sqiieaks sioans etc.
whi< h was thc'n repeated i ri sc quence?

Lift is gust a hiwl of ihc rries.

There are l our sheep hc.rv

I'a sad,

A. Eacot ion

8. Bodi ly Need

C . Cnassa nd

D. Abst.rac t i on

K. Fact



ACTIVITY 5:

BEANS AND BALEENS

� DAYS!
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ACTlvlTY 5: BEANS ANO BALEENS � DAYS!

COIN EPTS:
2.

OBJECTIVES: The
l.
2.

3.
4.

TEACHER
PREPARATION- l.

PROCEDURES: l.

MATERIALS: 1.
2.

4,

6.
7.

Whale populat.ious are hard to count.
The International Whaling Camission  IWC! is the only world-
wide organization with any responsibility for controlling the
whaling industry.
Estimates of whale populations are based on sightings and on
the number caught compared to the effort involved and can be
inaccurate.
Some whale research projects, such as ORCA survey, are based
on identifying individual whales and pods and watching their
behavior over long periods of time.
The Humpback Whale has been protected since 1966, but threats
to its existence still remain.

student will be able to:
state one of the problems in estimating whale populations.
explain how the effort expended to capture an individual
changes as a population grows or declines.
explain how birth and death rates affect populat.ion sizes.
tell what information can be gained from projects such as
Ores Survey.
explain a problem facing Humpback Whale populations and offer
a possible solution.

Assemble counting box from a box, acetate and tape.

Read Teacher Information Sheet "Beans and Baleens" and student
handout, "Humpback Whale Case Study."

2 one-quart jars of beans  kidney or pinto bean size will do!
counting box - cardboard box  or lid! about 12"x14"x2"
acetate for window of counting box about 3"x5"
tape
overhead projector
blindfold
Ores Survey cards  obtainable from Pacific Science Center or
Orca Survey!
Class sets of student handout, "Humpback Whale Case Study"
and student worksheet, "Beans and Baleens."

How would you count a whale population? Ask students this
question first. Then use beans to represent an unknown whale
population. Put some number of beans in the 'counting' box
 with acetate window! and place it on an overhead projector.
Shake the box around vigorously so that the beans move before
students have time to count those that appear in the window.
On the basis of the beans they can see, can the student.s
estimate the total number? Take their guesses and ask what
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they are based on.. Mow try a different number of beans,
either a great. deal more or less, and repeat the estimations.

Aslc the st udent to describe the difficulties in counting
beans. Based on this exercise, what do your studen.ts think
are some of the problems in trying to count whale populations?
 The whales move around, you can' t tell if you' ve counted
them before or not, they live in areas that we can' t always
watch, etc ~ I

Read Teacher Information, "Beans and Baleens." Talk about
the Internat ional chal ing Commission  I WC!, its make-up and
 lack of} power, and what. statistics whaling quotas are based
on. To demonstrate how a a population estimate can be based
on the energy expended to capture individuals, bring out the
count.ing box again. This time have a blindfolded student
' hunting' for beans  i. e., picking beans out of t.he box one
by one!. They can be put. into a jar once they are caught.
What happens to the number of attempts to catch a bean as
more beans have been caught? Now "improve" the hunting
technique= remove the blindfold  whaler's hunting techniques
were greatly improved by the invention of the explosive
harpoon, and motorized catcher boats!. Compare the energy
needed to hunt now.  See extended activity $fl to get into
the concept of Diminishing Returns more deeply. !

Use beans, once again, to get across the effect of birth and
death rates on population growth. Place two one-quart jars
at. the front. of the classroom and divide the students into
two groups. Students in one group will each add two beans to
their jar and students in the other group will add three
beans at a t. ime to the ir j ar, to represent 2 di f f e rent. birth
rates. Compare how fast the jars f ill up.

Death rate. Students stay divided but now the three bean
group represent.s the death rate. Start. with a jar filled
with beans; each time 2 beans are added by a student in one
group, a st.udent in the second group takes three beans away.
What eventual ly happens?  none will be left j This is
obviously a very simplistic model of the great whale situa-
t i on, but i t. appea rs t.hat whales are not. increas ing the i r
birth rate to balance the death rate. Whalers are spending
more time and energy to catch each whale than ever before,
Point out that. decreasing populat.ion density can have a serious
effect on the hirth rate.

Know your Whales. Many whales have distinctive characteris-
tics that vary from one individual to another For example,
size and markings on the dorsal fins of Orcas, encrustations
and markings on gray whales, make individuals identifiable.
This is useful to biologists attempting to study them.



Groups of whales frequenting a given area can be ident.ified
and watched closely from year to year, Addit.ions and
absences of individuals can be noted to gain information
about their life history and social behavior. Have your
students play this game to demonstrate whale survey tech-
niques:

Designate half tbe class whale-watchers and the other half a
'pod'  group! of Orcas.  The st,udents should recognize onc
another and know each ot.her's name. lt might be fun, hovever,
to uae this activity in t.he first week of scbool to help get.
acquainted vith one another.! The whales leave t,he class-
room, and out.side, decide among themselves how many and who
 not all of thea! will re-enter the classroom on the first.
visit of the pod. Those chosen then go in as a group, mill
around for 30 seconds and leave again . The whale wat.chars
now discuss what information they were able to gather: how
many were in the pod, and who. lf the whale-wat.chers do not
agree, tbe need for recording the data should be broughL out.
At least one of the whale-watchers, or all of them, should
write down vbo they see. Lfeanwhile, the Orcas outside the
classroom should make a change or t.wo in their pod; they may
lose one or more members, or bring in a new one. Repeat
the 30 second visit. After a fev visits, it might be a good
idea for t.he 2 groups to switch,

Discussion - What problems did t.he whale watchers have?
[Unless you know the individual, it's hard Lo be sure whether
you have count.ed him or her before; sometimes they move so
fast you can' t. identify and count them all; you need t.o write
down what you see in order to know how the population has
changed since the previous visit. I

What. kind of information could be gained from this type of
study7  birth and death rates,' mat.ernal behavior, social
behavior - who hangs out with whom; knowledge of feeding
hahitats and movements.I

5. Pass out Urea Survey < ards and explain that researchers have
bruit keeping i lose tabs on Orca populations in Puget Sound
waters for sevcraj years. The pictures show several of the
individuals t.hat. are more frc.quently seen. If your students
live in t.he Puget Sound area, t.hey can help whale researchers
by report.iiig any sightings t.o t.he Whale Hotline number that
is given. Discuss some of the things Orca Survey has learned
about local whale populat sons,

6. Have students read "Humpback Whale Case Study." Discuss the
present Problem facing Humpback Wbalers. What ideas do they
have about resolving the fishing gear problem?  One sugges
Lion might be to reimburse f isheraen for whale damage, since
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iinf a t f to thetm to shoulder the financial burden.
igure out how to keep the whale

from tt irtg caught in the gear. If humpbacks echolocate  werom gc t t ing c aug
are not sure! there may be a way of warning the whales away
ac oust zca l ly, as long as food f ish are not driven away. j

What about the whale-watcher problems? [Whale-watchiag has
important educat iona 1 value, but some suggest that boat-wbale
interactiot3s be kept to a minimum by some sort of regulations
such as hycfrofoi ls routed through different areas. Possible
disruption of mating and nursing activities would thus be
avoided. It has been proposed that a national park or wild-
! i te rrfugc be estahlished to protect the Hawaiian Humpbacks, I

Pass out student worksheet, "Beans and Baleens." This is
intended as a form of evaluation, but the questions are
dif ficult. thought. cluestions, which will require class dis-
cussion after the students have completed the worksheets
individually,

K3CTKNDRO
ACTIVITIES:

Study dynamics of population growth in more detail Teaching
Pullulation Concepts has many ideas for activities.

Research population statistics on other whales besides the
Humpbacks.

The Law of Diminishing Returns states that as a resource is
used up, it. takes tmore time and energy per unit to utilize
what remains. There comes a point when, because of the
scarcity of the resource, it is no longer profitable  in
tenss of capital or energy! to exploit it, This has happened
w>th many of the great whales, those termed cossnercially
estinhct, ORCA's junior high school unit, Elmer from the Ses,
cogent.sins some excellent activities about. the law of diminishing
return which may be adapted for elementary st~dents' study of
who 1  s.
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Teacher Information

BEANS AND BALEENS

The International Whaling Cosmission  IWC! is tbe only worldwide organization with
any responsibility for controlling the whaling industry. Membership is voluntary
and numbers 17 countries, including Japan and Russia~ both of whom still hunt the
great whales. Partly because the presence of these two nations forces compromises,
critics argue that the IWC represents more of a vested interest in the whaling
industry rather than in conservation of the whales. There are also many countries
that allow whaling who are not members of the IWC, as well as 'pirate' whalers who
will indiscriminately take any type of whale in any region. Moreover, the IWC has
no power of enforcement, and members can choose not to comply with decisions made at
meetings.

The Scientific Cosssittee of tbe IWC make estimates of whale populations and sets
harvest quotas based on these estimates. The theory is that a population can re-
plenish itself if not too many of its numbers are taken. The Maximum Sustainable
Yield  MSY! is the highest number of animals which can be taken from a population
and still allow the remaining population to make up the deficiency. Calculating the
MSY however, requires a knowledge of the original population size. Present whale
populations are difficult enough to estimate, and estimates of the or~i inal popula-
tions of the great whales are not much more than educated guesses. These guesses
are made on the basis of sightings by whalers  a statistic suspect in itself! and by
c omparing the number of whales caught to the effort involved. Thus, MSY based
quot. as can be quite inaccurate.

Conservationists have many other criticisms of the statistical assessments of the
IWC.  For more information, see Coffey, or The Whale Manual!. One is t.hat the MSY

to control whaling. Fish have a much higher reproductive rate and can raore easily
replace their numbers than whales. There is also evidence that social disruption
 such as killing members of a group! may reduce the reproductive ability of whales,
and t.hat below a certain population density, whales may never be able to reproduce
enough to recover t,heir losses.

At the present. time the IWC bans t,he hunting of Sperm Whales, Blue Whales, Southern
Right Whales, Gray Whales, Bowheads and Humpbacks. Species that the IWC places
quotas on are Minke Whales, Fin Whales, Sei and Bryde's Whale. A 10 year moratorium
on all whaling has been suggested to allow populations to recover, but it. remains to
be seen if Russia and Japan will agree to such a ban, before the remaining great
whales become so scarce as to be commercially unexploitable.

* The U.S.S.R.  in 1981! has publicly stated it would comply with its 1976 plan
to stop its commercial whaling endeavors.
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HUMPBACK WHALE CASK STUDY

The Humpback Whale Ha a tera aovaeaa liae! used to be an important part of the
whaling iadustry. In t e early part of t is century maay Humpbacks were takea by
the shore stations in tbe North Atlantic. Sy 1916 there were only a few dozen
animals left. Harvesting stopped until the 1940's whea their aumbers had recovered
enough to make huatiag profitable again. The population was drastically reduced
again, and finally ia 1966, the Humpback Whale was given complete protection by
the International Whaling C~issioa. No oae kaows for sure how many Humpbacks
there were originally, but scieatists think the number in the North Pacific Ocean
has remained at about 1,200 since 1966. There are probably about 2,000 ia the
North Atlantic, and populations may be increasing slightly. Humpbacks ia the
southern oceans number about 3,000; there may have been as many as 100,000 at one
time.

Although the Humpback is ao longer hunted, there are new threats to its existence.
The number of Humback Whale sightiags has gone up the past few years in the
Newfouadlaad area; during this same time, report of whale-caused damage to fishing
gear has also gone up . The whales get accidentally entangled in the trap-liaes
They are not attempting to get the fish or bait in the trap, they just don't seem
to be able to sense the lines. Damage to the traps is costly and fishermen lose
maay fish while they are repairiag whale-damaged traps. The result is that
fishermen end up paying the cost of a conservation policy  the ban on the Hump-
backs!. Some have concluded that since more Humpbacks are seen close to shore,
the population has risen and vhaling should be allowed. It may be, however, that.
Xumpbacks are feeding closer to shore than before because of overfishing, of their
favorite food-fish, capelin, by humans. This could also be because cod fishing
has become more popular aad there is more fishing gear  traps and nets! in the
water t.han ever before.

Another t.hreat to the Humpback may be coming from whale-lovers. A recent article
about Humpbacks in their breeding ground near the island of Haul discusses the
growing interest in whale watching.* Charter boats are running whale-watching
trips, and many pleasure boaters are cruisiag the whales' breeding grounds to get
as close as possible to the animals. Not oaly are cows and calves being fright-
ened away from their traditional places, but courting whales are often interrup-
ted by boat.ers, This could affect Humpback birth rates. Ia California there
have already been col1isions between Grey Whales and hydrofoils. That is bound
to happen off Naui too . A scientist reported that a Humpback stopped singing
when a hydrofoil came near. We still do not even know ~wh humpbacks sing; how
can we know what might. the effect of hydrofoil or other boat noise be on thei r
lives?

Hudnall, blames "In the Company of Great Whales," Audubon, 79 3, Nay, 1971.
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BEANS AND BAIKENS

Imagine you are a scientist with the International Whaling Commission  IWC! .
This year the IWC is debating the quota for numbers of Minke whales to be
captured, or whether to completely ban hunting them. You are to provide the
information needed to make the decision. What information do you need, and
how do you get it?

[You may need estimates of the original population size, from old whaling
records and sightings. Then, comparing the number of whales caught to the
effort involved  data obtainable from whalers! gives you a gauge of how the
population has decreased. You can now estimate present population size and
from this estimate the maximum sustainable yield  MSY!, the numbers of Minke's
that can be taken without further reducing the population. You will also need
knowledge of their birth and death rates to determine how fast they reproduce
and increase their population. This information may or may not be available
from biologists.]

You are a biologist proposing a long term study of Gray Whales that migrate
between Baja and the Arctic. The study is to resemble Orca Survey in that you
will attempt to identify and keep track of individuals and pods from year to
year. In order to get money for the study, you must convince the National
Science Foundation that there is much useful information to be gained. What
do you tell them?

[Birth and death rates, changes in the population from year to year and during
migrat ions, information about life history, social behavior, maternal and
breeding behavior, knowledge of cosssunication in Gray Whales.!

What is one of the problems facing Humpback Whales and what. is a possible
s o 1 ut i on?

[Whales getting entangled and causing damage to fishing gear: solutions might
be to reimburse fisherpeople for damage, figure out some way to keep the
whales from getting caught.

Pressure of whale watchers - regulating such activity where whales are
congregating or breeding, perhaps by sett.ing up wildlife refuge areas.]
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BEANS AND 8AL MS

1. Imagine yon are a scientist. with the International Whaling Commission  IK!.
This year the IWC is debating tbe quota for numbers of Minke whales to be
captured, or whether to coaapletely barn hunting them. You are to provide the
information needed to make th~ decigi~aa What information do you need, and
how do you get it7

You are a biologist proposing a ]png t.erm study of Gray Whales that migrate
between Baja and the Arctic. Tbe study is to resemble Orca Survey in that you
will attempt to identify and keep track of individuals and pods from year to
year- In order to get money for the n.t.udy, you must convince the National
Science Foundation that there is much useful information to be gained. What
do you tell then?

3. What is one of the problems facing Hunrpback Whales and what is a possible
solutions



ACTIVITY 6:

~ BATTLE OVER THE BOWHEAD

�-4 DAYS!
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BATTLE OVER THE BOWHEAD
�-4 DAYS!

AC>VrrV6:

The Bowhead Whale is an endangered species and is now
limited to a small population in the Bering Sea.
The controversy over limiting Eskimo subsistence hunting
of the Bowhead is a complex one, involving issues of
conservation, impact of oil and gas development, interna-
tional politics, the rights of a minority people, and the
impact of technology on Eskimo hunting methods.

CCRC EPTS

. OBJECTIVES The
1

student will be able to:
discuss several of the issues involved in tbe Bowhead
controversy.

d

MATERIALS: Class set of "The Battle Over the Bowhead."*

Rand out script to "The Battle Over the Bowhead." Explain
that the students will be producing a television special.
Select members of the class for each part, and let each
one choose a team of "advisors." Each part represents a
different point of view, but there are many other arguments
besides those presented here. Perhaps they can add their
own as they go along,

PROCEDURES: l.

This activity is included courtesy of Alaska Tidelines.

EXTENDED
ACTIVITIES: If you can get the equipment, have the class videotape the

television special. Some members of the class can act as
the camera crew.

2. participate in a television news special about the Bowbea
TEACHER
PREPARATII~tRead Teacher Information, "The Whales Return", and co~suit the

bibliographic listings if you want more information.



Tea cher In f ormat ion

This spring, the great Bowhead Whales will begin to make their way up through the
Bering Strait to their suamer feeding and calving waters in tbe Arct ic Ocean and the
Beaufort  BOW-fert! Sea. And the Eskimos will be vaiting, just as they have for
thousands of years

Those things have not changed. What has changed is that the outside world seems to
be closing in around that icy coast, once shared only by the Eskimo people and the
marine mammals upon which they lived.

Long ago other native people hunted many kinds of whales that sounded and blew in
Alaska waters. With poisoned spearheads and magic charms, the Aleuts matched their
fragile one-man skinboats against the awesome size of the Gray, Fin, Sperm and
Bowhead Whales. There vere also scattered coastal whaling cultures from Yakutat to
Cook Inlets from Kodiak into the Bering Sea.

In the late IBOO's and early 19OO's, commercial whalers from New England and abroad
nearly wiped the great. whales from the oceans of the earth. As a result, an inter-
national treaty was drawn up to try to save the whales that remained.

Among the endangered species is the giant Bowhead, Ballena mysticetus  ba-LEEN-uh
miss-ti-SEE-tus!. Once thousands ranged through all the northern seas. But today,
except for isolated groups in northern Canada and eastern Siberia, the only Bowheads
left are believed to be those who follow the retreating Bering Sea pack ice on their
spring migration into the Arctic Ocean. And only the northern Eskimos, the last. of
Alaska's whaling cultures, continue the traditional hunt.

Now it appears that their lifestyle also is endangered. In 1977, for the first. time
in history, the International Whaling Commission extended its control to cover
subsistence hunting. And suddenly, through no fault of either of them, both the
Bowhead Whales and the age-old culture of the Eskimos seemed to be caught rn the
crunch.

Can both survive? How? What other values are involved? See what you think after
you take part in the following Tidel ines TV News special, "Battle Over the Bowhead."

*
Reprinted by permission of Alaska Sea Grant Publication, ALASKA Tidel ines
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I
A Tideli.nes TV News Special

BATTLE OVER THE $34MKiV!

This is an imaginary TV news special. The people in it are imaginary, too. But the
battle over the Bowhead is very real. The events described here actually happened.
And these arguments have been heard in one form or another at such widely varied
places as international meetings in London or Tokyo or over a steaming cup of tea in
~ tent pitched on the ice at a whaling camp.

Read the script through. Then select members of your class for each part, and let
each one choose a team of "advisors." Each part represents a different point of
view, but there are many ot.her arguments besides those presented here. Perhaps you
and your advisors can add some of your own as you go along.

Cast of Characters

HODKRATOR
JOHN, Eskimo whaling captain
KEN, U.S. delegate to the International Whaling Cossaission  IWC!
ALICE, member of the "Save tbe Whales" organization, Alaska chapter.
KHILY, Alaska state legislator
STEVE, member of the IWC Sci,entific Committee.
HIKE, biologist with tbe National Harine Fisheries Service  NHFS!
HARGARET, spokesperson for the oil and gas industry

HODKRATOR: Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. The so-called "Battle Over the
Bowhead" is not about whether or not the whales should be saved. We all agree that
they must survive, And the Eskimos, whose traditions are built around the Bowhead,
know better than anyone else how empty our northern waters would be without them.

Nor is the battle a simple two-sided question of Eskimo subsistence against Bowhead
protection. It is far more complicated than that, There are many issues involved,
including conservation, international polit.ics, the impact of oil and gas develop-
ment in the Arctic, the energy needs of the world, environmental protection, civil
rights of minority people and, last. but not least, survival of the great whales,
among the most beautiful, fascinating, mysterious creatures ever to l.ive on earth.

Some of these interests are represented on our panel here tonight Let's start with
you, John. We know it took some pretty heavy bargaining t.o get the International
Whaling Commission to lift its ban against Eskimo subsistence hunting and allow you
a quota of I2 whales. You agreed to that quota - but under protest. That was last
year. What's going to happen this spring?

Used by permission of Alaska Tidelines, a University of Alaska Sea Grant Publication
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JOHN: We vill be hunting - but under our own rules this time. We do not t.hink the
International Whaling Commission has any right to limit the number of vhales we can
take for food. We vent along vith the quota last year because ve were told that if
ve cooperated, the quota might be lifted. Well, we did cooperate. But the quotas
for this year's hunt are almost as bad as last year' s. So this spring ve will do it
our vay.

HODERATOR: Does that. mean uncontrolled huntingV

JOHN: No, no! The Bowhead whaling will be managed this year by our ovn Alaska
Eskimo Whaling Commission. We vill set and enforce limits that will not endanger
the vbales, but vill meet the needs of our people. Let the IWC regulate the co~r-
cial wbalers. We will regulate ourselves.

HODERATOR; Ken, perhaps you should tell us just what the IWC is and what. it does.

KEN: Tbe International Whaling Comission was formed in 1946 to conserve the ~hales
by bringing c~rcial vhaling under control, Since then, the worldvide whale kil!
has been cut almost in balf and no more vhales have been added to the endangered

species list.

The IWC sets quotas on whale populations considered large enough to harvest, and
protects those species that are threatened. Host of its l6 member countries were
vbaling nations when they joined, but nov only a few continue to bunt cosmercia lly.

ALICE: Yes, but two of those IWC nations " Japan and the Soviet Union are the
largest caamercial vbalers left.. They account. for about 85 percent. of the whales
kill.ed each year. As you know, our "Save the Whales" group is totally against
cosssercial vbaling. And it seems to us that the IWC is dealing more in poltics than
in protection.

KEN: it 's a very touchy problem. You see, none of these nations bad to join the
IWC. We can't force any nat.ion tn sign the treaty. But once they are in, they
list,en to the advice of our LWC Scient ific Cosssittee and they are expected to abide
by the IWC rul ings. That means staying within the quot. as for whales not endangered,
and staying avay from those species that are.

3
Anot.her problem is t.bat there are still f ive whaling nations that have not signed
the treaty. Those nat.ious take about l0 percent of the t.otal catch, including many
whales f rom endangered populations. So ve think it is extremely important to get
these nations into t.be IWC.

HODERATOtt; What is the Unit.ed States' official position on vbaling?

KEN: The United States want,s to end all comnercial whaling.

2Australia, Argenti.na, Brazil, Canada, Denmark, France, Iceland, Japan, Hexico, The
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, South Af rica, Unit.ed Kingdom, U.S. S.R. and U. S.

3Chile, Peru, Portugal, South Korea, Spain,
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509KRATOR: b1hat about subsistence hunting'

KKH: The government feels subsistence hunting should be allowed tp continue,
That's tbe position it took undy the Hari ne Nagual Protection Act of 1972 which
provides for subsistence rights.

The IWC's move to limit Eskimo whaling put the U.S. in a very difficult position.
On one hand, the government wants to protect the rights of minority people. On The
other hand, we vere afraid that if the quotas vere not followed, other nations would
ignore the INC rulings.

ENILYr I remember hov surprised ve vere in the Alaska State Legislature when the
ltfC extended the treaty to include subsistence hunting. Why the sudden decision?

STEVE: As a member of the IVC Scientific Cosssittee, perhaps I should answer that.
And 1 can as sure you, it vs an ' t a sudden decision.

ln the first place, scientists probably knov less about the Bowhead than any other
species. It's just a guess, but ve think there were around 16,000 in the western
arctic before the cosssercial hunters f irst came in 1848. A study of old logbooks
shovs that betveen 19,000 and 21,000 Bowheads vere killed before cossaercial whaling
ended 60 years ago, And since 1931, only subsistence hunting, by Natives has been
permi t ted.

The problem vas that in recent years the Eskimo hunters have been taking more and
more. tie varned the United States about thi s, but little was done. Finally in
1976, when 48 bovhead vhales were killed and more than 43 were struck and lost, we
decided t.he time had come to call a halt. And in 1977, on our rec~endation, the
14C ordered an end to all Bowhead hunting. At that time, we thought there were only
800 to 1,300 bowhead left,

JOHN: Ve couldn't believe itl No one told us the INC vas vorried. If we had
known, we could have taken some kind of action ourselves,

AhlCK. But vhy did you kill so many whales? Bowheads range up to 60 feet long and
weigh more than a ton a foot, Surely, your people didn't need that rsany.

JOHN: Our population has grown, and ve have always depended on. the Bowhead for our
physical and cultural survival, kie store the meat in ice cellars dug in the perisa-
f rost., »nd it makes up a major portion of our year-round diet . The whaling feast is
t.he most important celebration in our villages, And the highest honor for a man is
t.o have a whale kill to liis credit,

But l admit there were more whaling boat.s out that year than ever before. Some of
our people vho had held pipeline or construction jobs could afford to outfit a
whaling boat for the first time. Hany of the» had not been brough't up in the old
ways where ypu start as a whale hunter's apprentice at the age of 13. And some of
them did stupid things - like shooting at the whale with a shoulder gun when there
was iio way to at. tach a float. to the animal, Or killing a whale too far out, and
having part. of the meat spoil in the water before it could be 'towed back to shore.
Qe didn't like those things either, I can assure you.

4 see Tide 1 ines ~ December-January, 1978 issue.
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Couldn't you do something about it?

JpHN: Wel 1, «fter the IWC action, the whaling captains got together and formed the
Alaska Eskimo Whaling Commission to develop our own management plan and spell out
the responsibilities of the whaling captains. Then the U.S. delegation was able to
talk the IWC into lifting t.he ban and giving us a quota of 12 instead. That wasn' t
nearly enough - and we were eating canned chicken by Thanksgiving - but it was
better than nothing!

ALICE: But at what a cost! In exchange for the quota of 12 bowhead, the U.S. had to
stand by while the IWC raised the North Pacific sperm whale quota to 6,500 for
corrmrercial hunters from Russia and Japan. That was nearly 10 times the quota of the
year before.

JOHN: That wasn't our fault. That was the recoaaaendation of the IWC Scientific
Corrmrittee. And we Eskimos think some of those scientists don't know what they' re
doing - unless it's playing politics.

STEVE: Now wait a minute! The Bowhead is an endangered species - the sperm whale
is not. You can't compare the two. A c~ercial harvest is acceptable if it doesn' t
endanger t.he population.

JOHN: Well, we think we know the Bowhead better than anyone else. And we always
believed there were more than you figured. Last spring we helped set up ice caarps
on St. Lawrence Island and at Point Hope, Wainwright and Barrow to count the whales
on their northern migration. Now scientists agree that there are probably between
1,800 and 2,800 bowhead,

KEN: Yes. That's just a small fraction of the original population, but the Bowhead
does seem to be in better shape than we thought

JOHN: Even so, we stayed within our quota. But a lot of good it did us. l.ast
summer, we went to the IWC meet.ing in London to appeal their ruling on subsistence
But we weren't allowed to address the convention. We weren' t even introduced. So
when the IWC set a quota of only 18 whales for us this year, we walked out. And by
that act, we symbolically removed ourselves from the regulations of the IWC. As I
said, we will hunt by our own rules this spring. Scientists estimated the whale's
reproducti.on rate at four percent, but to be on the safe side, we will take no more
than t.wo percent.

HIKE- Brrt John, that reproduction rate is only a guess - and that would still be
around 40 whales. You are aware of how little we know about the biology of the.
Bowhead. We don't know about their feeding habits or their natural cause of death.
We don't even know for sure where they spend the winter, although we think it's in
the southwestern Bering Sea. There is still so much to be learned.

KEN: And until we do know more, we feel there must be some outside regulation
even of subsistence hunting.

JOHN  angrily!: You would think we are the only human menace t.o the Bowhead of the
arctic What about oil and gas industry in the Beaufort Sea? How will that affect
the whales? Remember, the IWC also recommended that "all necessary measures" � and
that's a quote - be taken to preserve the habitat of the Bowhead. It's hard to
underst~nd how a government that seems so anxious to protect the Bowhead can give
the go-ahead for untested arctic oil exploration in the midst of the whale's natural
habitat.
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IIARGARET: We in the oil and gas industry are aware of that worry, John. We' re
conceraed vith the environment too. And we certainly don' t. feel that our operations
are untested. We believe we are capable of operating safely in the area .

JOHN: I'm aot just talkiag about the danger of oil spills, which is bad enough.
I'm also talkiag about the effect .of such things as aoise. Eskimos have always
knovn that the Bovbead is very sensitive to sounds We don't use outboard motors
when we' re stalking the vhale. We approach it silently by paddliag our skinboats.
If you even hit the vater with your paddle, the whale will disappear.

So just think vhat the aoise from the drilling might do! It could change the vhales'
migration routes, disrupt their feeding and breeding activity, and further endanger
the whale population.

MARGARET: The industry has spent millions of dollars on research to provide safe
and economical exploration and productioa of oil in the state.

JOHN: Did you do any research into the effect of sound on whales?

HARGARET: Not in Alaska so far. But some work bas been done oa this in the
Caaadian Beaufort Sea

JOHN: Then perhaps you'd better put giant mufflers on your drilling rigs.

NARGARET: Now just a minute, John, You also have to consider priorities here. The
vorld needs nev sources of gas and oil. The State of Alaska needs the income the
iadustry pays in taxes, leases and royalties. That will amount to about $190 mil-
lion this year or more thaa 60 percent of the State's income, This money has helped
build schools, hospitals, air strips, small boat harbors, and even this TV network
vhi.ch goes out to villages all over the state. And don't forget that industry and
pipeline construction provided training and jobs for nearly 6,000 Native men and
vomen in Alaska.

JOHN: The whale vas here long before the money.

KEN: No one here is trying to put a dollar value oa the Bowhead - or any of the
great whales . If the largest creature ever to live on earth were allowed to perish,
it would be one of the greatest wrongs ve have ever done.

ALICE: Well, the cosssercial vhalers from Japan and the Soviet Union are certainly
putting a dollar value on the Sperm Whale - and for shoe po!i ah, pet food, ferti-
lizer

STEVE: You will be happy to hear that the IWC's Sperm Whale quota for 1979 has been
cut to 3,800 - about half last year's quota.

ALICE: A coamercial kill of 3,gOO whales is still outrageous. And we can't under-
stand hov the U. S. got. itself into the positioa of having to bargain for Eskimo
subsistence rights with the cosmIercial vhalers vho vere responsible for the decline
of the Bovhead in the first place.

KEN: The government offered to supply the Eskimos vith other red meat, free of
charge, as a substitute for whale meat - or to give them more food stamps
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t JOHN' Just to replace the meat from those l2 whales we ki l.led last year would cost
you about $500,000. Do you want t.o put. us on a permanent welfare? How would you
like it if the Eskimos could order the rest of the nation to stop eating beef7

HODERATOR: I 'm sf raid we are running out of t,ime. perhaps we can summarize quickly
where matt.ers stand.

HIKE: We' re sending a research vessel into the southwestern Bering Sea this spring
to try to find out more about where the Bowheads begin their migration We hope 'to
have data available on a full year cycle of the whale before the next Beaufort Sea
oil and gas lease sale is held in December.

MARGARET: And under the federal law, that data wil I be taken into consideration
before the leases are approved or drilling is allowed. And if it appears noise will
be a problem, we are prepared to limit drilling act.ivity to the wint,er months vhen
the whales are gone,

STEVE: The IWC Scientific Comaittee meets again this month to draw up recosmenda-
tions for the full convention. We can only hope that the Eskimos stay within the
quota t.hat has been set..

ALICEt After observing the hunt last. sumaer, we sympathize with the Eskimo's problem.
We were impressed with the difficulty of the hunt and the importance of t.he whale to
their cult.ure. We would be willing t.o support a limited subsistence hunt, so long
as survival of the whale is assured.

t EMILY: We wil.l work towards a decision that balances careful conservation of vhales
with sensitvity to human needs. We t.hink it vould be grossly unfair to ask the
Native hunters and their families to bear the entire cost of that decision.

KEN: The U.S. delegation will cont.inue to urge the IWC to set up a separate system
for regulating subsistence whaling. After all, John, the Eskimos are enjoying same
of the good t.hings of the modern world. And you have t.o accept some of the regula-
t.iona, too

JOHN: And we we'll be hunting as we said we would, We reject. the idea that polit.i
cal nat.ions which make up the IWC have any authority over our ancient aboriginal
rights. And we will carry our case all the way to the United States Supreme Court.
and the World Court, if necessary,

Meanwhile, I can assure you, the Eskimo will not kill the last vhale.

* * * * *

This article was circulated for crit.i ca l review of content and fairness to the
Arctic Environmental Information and Data Center and the Institue of Marine Science
 both University of Alaska!; the Office of the Mayor, North Slope Borough; Green-
peace Alaska; Sohio Petroleum, and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game. Some
changes have been made in the original manuscript on the basis of that review, in an
effort to present. all sides as fully as possible.
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ADAPTATION-

NQKRGRIS-

BIRTH RATE-

BLUBBER-

BREACH-

CETACEA-

ECHOLOCATION-

I'ACTORY SHIP-

LOBTAILINC-

NNNALS-

82 Teacher Information

DEATH RATE-

DORSAL FIN-

INTERNATIONAL
WHALING CONHISSION-

NAX ISIS
SUSTAINABLE YIELD "

Structures or behaviors that allow an organism to be well-
suited to the conditions of its environment.

grayish waxy substance found in the intestine of Sperm
Whales that was used as a fixative in perfumes.

also called whalebone - the elastic materials forming plates
or strips in the upper jaw of whalebone whales that is used
to filter food out of the water.

ratio of births to total population: gives a measure of
growth.

thick layer of fat beneath a whale's skin that's useful
protection against cold. Blubber is boiled down for whale
oil by whalers.

jumping all or part way out of the water. Whales and dol-
phins may breach for fun or to signal danger.

order of fishlike aquatic mammals including whales and
dolphins.

ratio of deaths to total population.

the main fin on the back of fishes or porpoises. In the
Orca, the marking on and the shape of the dorsal can be used
to identify individuals,

ability of an animal such as a porpoise, to orient itself by
giving out high-pitched sounds and listening to the echoes.

Large modern ship containing all the necessary machinery,
boilers, freezers, etc. to process whales at sea.

worldwide body, with voluntary membership which establishes
quotas  non-enforceable! on whale kills

whale's behavior of slapping the flukes on the surface of
the ~ater, making a loud crack. Usually means danger.

class of animals  including whales, humans! having hair,
milk secreting glands, bearing live young and regulating
body temperature.

the highest number of animals that can be taken from a
population without harming the population's ability to
replace its lost numbers.



Teacher Information

HYSTICETES-  NIS-tub-ceets! - Baleen vbales, larger in size than
Odoatocetes. Includes Blue, Gray, Fin aad Humpback.

ODONTOCETES-

ORCA SURVEY- Puget Sound research project, run by Moclips Cetalogical.
Collects information on Ores populations in the area.

POTLATCH- Give-away feast dance that is a comon custos of many
Nortbvest Iadian tribes to celebrate an eveat such as a
whale kill.

 QUILL-lee-yoot! an Olympic Peninsual Coast tribe centered
ia the village of Quileute, 36 miles southwest of Cape
Flattery. They vere formerly a vhaling people, principally
huntiag the California Gray Whale.

QUILEUTE INDIANS-

SINEW- a tendon or connective tissue. The sinews of whales were
used by whaling Indians for fiber ia ropes.

SONAR- a system, biological or maamade, that uses echoes to locate
objects.

white, waxy substance from the head of Sperm Whales that was
valued for use ia candles, oiatmeats and cosmetics .

SPERMACETI

SUBSISTENCE
HUNTING- also termed aboriginal hunting; taking of whales by people

such as the Eskimos who need them in order to survive and
for whom whale buating is an integral part of the culture.

the knowledge available to a people that. is used to make
things, collect and extract materials and practice skills
and arts.

TECHHOLOGY-

also called baleen. Elastic material making up plates or
strips that hang down from the upper jaw of a baleen whale.
Used by the whale to filter food from the water and formerly
used by people for many purposes including umbrella spokes
and corset straps,

WHALE BONE

a modern motorized boat equipped with explosive harpoon gua
used in pursuit and killing of whales.

WHALE CATCHER-

 o-DON-tuh-ceets! � toothed whales, generally smaller in
size than Nysticetes. Includes Ores, Dolphins, Sperm Whales.
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